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Abstract

The work with software processes has become an entire field of its own. It should be considered a
process, where the  product  is process improvement and maintenance service to the host organization.
The process professionals should also strive towards  good product engineering practices in their
work, apply the same quality criteria to their processes, and maintain and improve  their own work
practices. The time has come for Software Process Engineering.

A number of models and articles related to Software Process Engineering exist, mostly developed
to support process  improvement  activities. Each model approaches the subject from its particular
angle and as such they all have their own limitations and  strengths.

For those responsible for process engineering efforts in their respective organisations, the
multitude of choices can be  sometimes confusing. The models and methods are at times conflicting
or competing, operate at different granularity levels,  and answer to different needs. There is a clear
need for a study that gathers what has been published, categorises them and  thus provides a wider
perspective to what the Software Process Engineering literature has to offer for process engineers -
mainly for operative and strategic managers - at large.

This literature study summarises what the literature has to offer. The models and articles are
presented here in a  concise  form, to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art and state-of-the-
practice of Software Process Engineering models  today.
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1 Introduction

Since the introduction of Capability Maturity Model (CMM) the field of Software
Process Improvement has become an important part of the field of software engineering.
With the influence of software to our everyday life increasing continuously and at a rapid
pace, the need for better quality becomes more and more accentuated each day. Likewise
the increasing need for software requires faster turnover cycles, which in turn dictates that
the efficiency and effectiveness of software development has to be improved. Since
process improvement is a way to achieve both goals, a safe assumption is that process
improvement is not likely to fade away anytime soon.

In fact, the work with processes has become an entire field of its own, with striking
similarities to product development, but where the product is the process. And like with
software, it is not just product development, but also its maintenance and upkeep that
counts. Thus, it is no longer appropriate to talk about Software Process Improvement
only, but of Software Process Engineering1. This is not to claim that the field is an
engineering science - it may actually be closer to human sciences since process issues
have everything to do with people. Instead it is to state that we, process professionals,
should strive towards good product engineering practices in our work, to apply the same
quality models to our products and same process improvement and maintenance efforts to
our own work processes.

A number of different models, approaches and methods have been published in the
literature to support process work. Most of them focus on process improvement issues, as
a result of the never-ending quest for making process improvements that last and
achieving a state of continuous improvement. However, some of them give foundations
also for other areas of Software Process Engineering. There are also experience reports
from industry, describing SPI programs that have been successful in improving the host
organisation's software development processes. Different issues have been identified as
necessary elements for their successes.

For those responsible for process engineering efforts in their respective organisations,
the multitude of choices can be sometimes confusing. The models and methods are at
times conflicting or competing, operate at different granularity levels, and answer to

1. For more thorough discussion of Software Process Engineering, see Kinnula (1999)
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different needs. There is a clear need for a study that gathers what has been published,
categorises them and thus provides a wider perspective to what the Software Process
Engineering literature has to offer for process engineers - mainly for operative and
strategic managers - at large.

1.1 Background

The inspiration for this study was the need to establish a Software Process Engineering
(henceforth SPE) strategy and a Software Process Improvement (henceforth SPI) program
for Nokia Mobile Phones, Ltd. To this end, the author studied the different approaches,
methods and models in order to get a comprehensive understanding of what are the key
principles, activities and cycles for Software Process Improvement programs and what
kind of support is needed for Software Process Engineering in general. As the
information also needed to be disseminated internally, the notion of making a publication
out of the study was a logical step.

The scope for the study covers existing models for the process engineering activities,
the structural elements – such as resources, etc. – needed to support the said activities,
and the various models that link the activities together into smaller and larger cycles that
should be established to attain a state of continuous process improvement. The study
covers both state-of-the-art (i.e. theoretical models), as well as state-of-the-practice (i.e.
examples of real-life cases from industry) of Software Process Engineering. As the
majority of the models have aligned themselves to support the improvement, rather than
maintenance, the tone throughout the study is that of SPI.

The research method is a classical literature study, where the most important
publications – books, journals, and conferences – have been searched for material that
falls within the scope of the study. This material has then been summarised to provide an
overview of the SPE models published thus far. In one case (Iterative Quality
Improvement Paradigm cycle) the author has also used his own experience and insights to
SPE in order to derive a program model where the material only provides clues that such
a larger cycle may exist, but does not actually present it.

1.2 Taxonomy

The key references for this study are the various SPE -related models presented in the
literature. A number of such models have been published over the last ten years, each
exploring the subject from its particular viewpoint. In addition to the models, the
literature provides industry experience reports that typically describe how a particular
process improvement program had been set up and operated.
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Several kinds of models or elements can be discerned from the literature. Some of the
material clearly identifies process engineering –related activities while others describe
what kind of support is required for successful SPE activities. In this publication the
material has been categorised in the following two broad classes: 

1. Software Process Engineering process models

– Software Process Engineering activities (chapter 2)
– Software Process Improvement action life cycle models (chapter 3)
– Software Process Improvement program life cycle models (chapter 4)

2. Software Process Engineering infrastructure models (chapter 5) 

The first class (Software Process Engineering process models2) covers models that
describe process engineering as a process, i.e. identify process-alike activities and give
definitions for those activities. The second class (Software Process Engineering
infrastructures) describes the infrastructure of the process engineering initiative, rather
than dynamic behaviour or process of the initiative. The same infrastructure can often
serve both small-scale / short-term and large-scale / long-term activities. This class
contains models or similar descriptions of structural or supportive elements, such as
organisation, that are needed to support the SPE activities.

There appears to be two distinct approaches for building a reference model of
Software Process Engineering processes. The model either aims at presenting a static set
of activities with no attempt to form definite (flow-based) relationships between the
activities, or the model aims at describing a process flow, i.e. links the identified activities
together. The models based on the first approach (called here Software Process
Engineering activities) identify the activities by grouping together a set of logically
similar tasks. Such models lack the dynamic aspect because in general their purpose is to
define the building blocks for process-related work in general, not to guide any particular
activity. The second approach is to group the activities that are performed together in a
certain phase, and define a sequence of phases to form a life cycle model for process
work, typically for process improvement action. These models are meant to guide a
specific improvement activity and are here called life-cycle models. These models can
further be divided into two subtypes based on the issue of scale. The first type includes
those intended for a single process improvement action (in this study these are the
Software Process Improvement action life cycle models). The second type includes those
intended to guide an entire process improvement program (in this study these are the
Software Process Improvement program life cycle models) with multiple improvement
actions executed within the scope of the program. Drawing the line between the two life-
cycle model groups is not always easy and it can be argued that some of the models in the
SPI action life cycle -group could well belong to the SPI program life cycle -group as
well. While this may be true, the models for SPI actions tend to be simpler in form and
put less emphasis on issues such as managing the improvement initiative itself or

2.  In this study, the cursive style is used to indicate an unbulleted list item - i.e. the item is a part of a list, although the list may
have been embedded to text and may span over several paragraphs
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establishing long-range plans. They do not concern themselves with the scope of multiple
improvement activities and do not support the initiation and sustaining the SPI program
(Debou 1997, 16).

In addition to the actual models found from the literature, this study also presents two
other overviews. The first is a summary of the most typical SPE-related activities that can
be discerned from articles that describe or discuss Software Process Engineering –related
issues in general. The summary is presented in conjunction with Software Process
Engineering models (section 2.6). The second overview is a summary of a set of
published Industry examples of Software Process Improvement programs. These are in
this study treated separately (chapter 6) from the models above, since they typically cover
issues from both processes and infrastructures.



2 Software Process Engineering activities

This chapter covers reference models that describe a static set of activities related to
process engineering. These are the Key Practices of SW-CMM 1.1 (section 2.1),
Roadmaps of Trillium 3.0 model (section 2.2), ISO 12207 process standard (section 2.3),
Bootstrap 3.0 model (section 2.4), and ISO 15504 process reference model (section 2.5).
The models have not been presented in any particular order. As these models describe the
activities of software engineering in general, not just Software Process Engineering
activities, only the relevant part is presented here. Models, which do identify SPE
activities but group them according to life-cycle phases, such as IDEALSM model or QIP
model, are not listed here but are instead presented in chapters 3 and 4.

In addition to relevant models, a summary of a literature survey, which identifies the
most commonly described SPE activities from related literature is presented in this
chapter (section 2.6).

2.1 SW-CMM 1.1

The key process areas (KPA's) in the SW-CMM 1.1 are not functional processes as such
but rather characteristics in the overall software development process (Kinnula 1995, 51).
However, by studying the activities in the KPA's one can discern process-like entities. The
KPA's that relate to process engineering in the SW-CMM 1.1 are:

Organisational Process Focus (OPF): The purpose is to establish the organisational
responsibility for software process activities that improve the organisation's overall
process capability. It involves developing and maintaining an understanding of the
software processes and co-ordinating the activities to assess, develop, maintain, and
improve these. (Paulk et al. 1993b, L3-1 - L3-10.)

Organisation Process Definition (OPD): The purpose is to develop and maintain a usable
set of software process assets that improve process performance. It involves developing
and maintaining the standard software process along with related process assets and a
library of software process –related documentation. (Paulk et al. 1993b, L3-11 - L3-24.)
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Training Program (TP): The purpose is to develop the individuals' abilities – skills and
knowledge – so that they can be effective and efficient in the roles they perform. This
involves identifying training needs from individual up to the organisational level and
providing the needed training. (Paulk et al. 1993b, L3-25 - L3-36.)

Integrated Software Management (ISM): The purpose is to integrate the software
engineering and management activities into a coherent, defined software process that is
tailored from the organisation's standard software process and related assets. (Paulk et al.
1993b, L3-37 - L3-58.)

Quantitative Process Management (QPM): The purpose is to control the process
performance of the software project quantitatively. It involves establishing performance
goals, taking measurements of the process performance, analysing them and making
adjustments to maintain process performance. (Paulk et al. 1993b, L4-1 - L4-17.)

Defect Prevention (DP): The purpose is to prevent the defects from occurring. This
involves analysing the previous defects to identify the root causes, deciding how to
prevent them in the future and taking those measures in product development. (Paulk et
al. 1993b, L5-1 - L4-15.)

Technology Change Management (TCM): The purpose is to identify beneficial new
technologies and transfer them into the organisation in an orderly manner. It involves
identifying, selecting, and evaluating new technologies, and incorporating them into the
organisation. (Paulk et al. 1993b, L5-19 - L5-32.)

Process Change Management (PCM): The purpose is to continually improve the software
processes used in the organisation. It involves defining process improvement goals, and
identifying, evaluating, and implementing improvements to the software process on a
continuous basis. (Paulk et al. 1993b, L5-33 - L5-51.)

Essentially the OPF is about the entire Software Process Engineering system within an
organisation. The other key process areas relate to specific activities within the scope of
Software Process Engineering. Process definition work (OPD) is about creating and
managing process assets, ISM is about refining and deploying those assets, supported by
training (TP). Technology and process change management (TCM and PCM respectively)
cover the activities that aim at improving the process assets. In addition, through the key
process areas of QPM and DP, one can see the activity of process management through
metrics in general, although the actual KPA's are about specific processes (project
management processes and processes where defects are being injected, respectively),
those two having been identified by the model authors as key issues for achieving process
stability and quality.

In addition to KPA's, some process engineering –related issues are listed in Common
Features. These describe both the actual activities that aim to reach the KPA goal, and the
factors that effect the institutionalisation of the activities. Some of the Common Features
are static in nature, such as the existence of an organisational group, while others are
dynamic, i.e. actions to be taken. The items that fall into the latter category are:
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Training. The purpose is to make an individual proficient with specialised instruction and
practice. Training can come in many forms, from classroom training to apprenticeship
programs. (Paulk et al. 1993b, O-38.)

Orientation. The purpose is to provide an overview or introduction to a topic for those
who are responsible for managing it or interface with it (Paulk et al. 1993b, O-39).

Measurement and analysis. The purpose is to take and analyse measurements from the
activities that are being performed, in order to determine the status of the activities, and
the effectiveness of the process (Paulk et al. 1993b, O-47).

Verifying implementation. The purpose is to perform verification activities to ensure that
the process is being performed in a proper manner. This includes both senior and project
management reviews and quality assurance audits or reviews. (Paulk et al. 1993b, O-47 -
O-49.)

2.2 Trillium 3.0

Trillium model has devoted the capability area "3: Process" for process engineering
activities and practices. The four elements (called "Roadmaps" in Trillium model) within
that capability area address the product development process -related issues, including its
development, improvement and maintenance. They are:

Roadmap 3.1: Process Definition covers the practices that address the formalisation and
coverage of the process. It involves activities such as definition, development,
documentation and maintaining the processes, and establishing and maintaining process
asset repository. (Coallier et al. 1994, 47-49.)

Roadmap 3.2: Technology Management covers the practices that address the monitoring,
assessment and introduction of technology into the process. It involves activities such as
identifying the need for new technologies, and selection, evaluation, piloting, acquisition
and introduction / implementation of the new technologies. A technology can be a
method, technique or a tool. (Coallier et al. 1994, 49-50.)

Roadmap 3.3: Process Improvement and Engineering covers practices that address
process improvement activities. It involves activities such as process assessments, co-
ordination of process improvement and definition activities, planning and tracking
process improvement projects, deploying improvements, collecting, recording and
analysing process data, and quantitative process management. (Coallier et al. 1994, 50-
54.)

Roadmap 3.4: Measurements covers practices that address the measurement system and
its elements. It involves activities such as metrics identification, collecting, analysing and
storing measurement data, communicating process analysis results, and statistical process
control. (Coallier et al. 1994, 54-57.)
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2.3 ISO 12207

The ISO 12207 standard identifies "Improvement" as one of the processes in the
"Organisational" process class. These are the basic, top-level activities that are needed to
assess, measure, control and improve the organisational life-cycle processes. (ISO/IEC
1995). The activities within the Improvement process are:

– Process Establishment
– Process Assessment
– Process Improvement

As the ISO 15504 process reference model has been aligned with the ISO 12207, and ISO
15504 being more recent and more comprehensive as models go, these three processes
will be described in section 2.5, under "ORG.2 Improvement processes".

2.4 Bootstrap

The Bootstrap model v. 3.0 has been structured to correspond with ISO 15504 v. 2.0
process architecture, which has been largely carried over to the newer, 1998 version of
ISO 15504. Those processes, which can be found both from Bootstrap and the ISO 15504
model will be described in section 2.5. Those process engineering -related processes that
can be found only from Bootstrap are discussed in this chapter. To help the reader to find
the relevant process descriptions, a mapping of names between the elements in Bootstrap,
ISO 15504 v.2.0 and the 1998 version of ISO 15505 has been provided.

The Bootstrap model divides processes into three main categories: Organisation,
Methodology and Technology. The Methodology category is further divided into Life
cycle dependent, Life cycle independent and Process-related subcategories. Processes that
are related to Software Process Engineering can be found from the Organisation category,
Methodology / Process-related –category and Technology category. (Bootstrap Institute
1997.)

The Organisation category has three processes that correspond closely to processes
with same or similar name in ISO 15504 (ISO/IEC 1996a, ISO/IEC 1998a). These are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Mapping Bootstrap Organisation category to ISO 15504.

The Methodology / Process –related category has two processes, again which correspond
to processes with similar or same names in ISO 15504 (ISO/IEC 1996a, ISO/IEC 1998a).
These are presented in Table 2.

Bootstrap ISO 15504 v. 2.0 ISO 15504 v. -98 

Business Engineering Business Engineering Organisational Alignment

Human Resource Management Provide Skilled Human Resources Human Resource Management

Infrastructure Management Provide SW Engineering Infra-
structure

Infrastructure
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Table 2. Mapping Bootstrap Methodology / Process category to ISO 15504.

The third category, Technology, has some processes that deal with process engineering
–related issues but which do not appear as a separate process in ISO 15504 v.2.0 nor in
the latest ISO 15504 process architecture. These are (Bootstrap Institute 1997):

– Technology Innovation
– Technology support for Life Cycle processes
– Technology support for Life Cycle Independent processes
– Tool Integration

Looking at the ISO 15504 v.2.0 and the 1998 version of ISO 15504 one can conclude that
at least the "Technology support for.." processes can be considered to be part of the
"Infrastructure process" as defined by ISO 15504 (see section 2.5 for definition. The
definitions are similar both in v 2.0 and in the 1998 version). Technology Innovation and
Tool Integration have, however, somewhat different scope. The former deals with
bringing in new technology to the organisation, and as such corresponds with the
Technology Change Management KPA in the CMM 1.1 and the Roadmap 3.2 in Trillium
3.0 (see sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively). The latter is about increasing the degree of
integration of the tools in the organisation, i.e. improving the information exchange
capability of the organisation's infrastructure, and is unique to Bootstrap.

2.5 ISO 15504-2 and ISO 15504-5

The ISO 15504 reference model is the latest and arguably the most comprehensive
software process-oriented reference model currently available for Software Engineering.
The authors of CMM, Trillium, and Bootstrap have all participated in the definition effort,
suggesting that this model is close to being a superset of all those three. In this section the
focus is on the newer, 1998 version of the ISO 15504, but a brief comparison to the
version 2.0 is provided as well.

The 1998 version of ISO 15504 reference model has dedicated one process category,
the "Organisation process category" for Software Process Engineering –related issues.
This category:

"…consists of processes that establish the business goals of the organization and
develop process, product, and resource assets."

(ISO/IEC 1998a, 19.)

Bootstrap ISO 15504 v. 2.0 ISO 15504 v. -98

Process Definition Process Definition Improvement / Process 
Establishment

Process Improvement Process Improvement Covers both:
Improvement / Process 

Assessment
Improvement / Process 

Improvement
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The assets are in turn utilised by the projects and, although not mentioned by the
standard, undoubtedly also by the line organisation to achieve the business goals of the
organisation.

The organisational processes are used to build organisational infrastructure, share and
deploy best practices, turn best practices into assets that are available to everyone, and
provide a basis for continuous improvement. The ISO 15504 reference model identifies
six such processes which are (ISO/IEC 1998a, b):

ORG.1: Organisational Alignment process - used to ensure that everyone in the
organisation shares a common vision, culture, and understanding of the business goals.
The objective is to empower the individuals to function effectively.

ORG.2: Improvement process - used to establish assets for software life cycle process and
assess, measure, control and improve a software life cycle process. The Improvement
process is in turn divided into three component processes that are:

ORG.2.1: Process Establishment process, used to establish process representations
(documented process assets) and a strategy for tailoring the assets for projects. It
involves establishing and maintaining a standard set of processes and strategy for
tailoring it for project's needs. The processes should indicate applicability and
expected performance, and identify detailed tasks, activities and associated work
products. In addition information and data related to the use of the standard process
is gathered and maintained.

ORG.2.2: Process Assessment process - used to determine what is the standard
software process' contribution to the achievement of business goals, and to help
organisation to focus on the need for continuous SPI. As the result of assessments
the organisation has better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of its
standard software process. Assessment process involves establishing or adopting an
efficient and effective process assessment method, reviewing the standard process at
appropriate intervals and keeping accurate assessment records.

ORG.2.3: Process Improvement process - used for continuous software process
improvement. It involves changing the standard software process in a controlled
way, implementing the improvements in a co-ordinated manner across the
organisation, analysing available data to gain insights on how to improve and where
to improve, and collecting and maintaining quality cost data for monitoring
purposes and to establish the cost of quality assurance activities and the cost of non-
conformity. The improvement activities are effected through process assessment
and review.

ORG.3: Human Resource Management process - used to provide suitable individuals to
perform the activities and roles needed by the organisation. It involves identifying roles,
skills and training, building in skills and competencies e.g. by conducting training,
identifying and recruiting people with required skills and competencies, assigning people
to roles suitable for their skills and competencies, and supporting effective interaction
between individuals and groups. In addition, performance criteria are to be defined to
support monitoring of performance.
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ORG.4: Infrastructure process - used to establish and maintain a stable and reliable
infrastructure to support the processes. The infrastructure may include hardware,
software, methods, tools, techniques, standards and facilities. It involves establishing
infrastructure so that it is consistent with applicable process procedures, standards, tools
and techniques and supports them. The infrastructure shall meet all requirements for
functionality, performance, safety, security, availability, and space, equipment, cost, time,
and data integrity.

ORG.5: Measurement process - used to collect and analyse product and process related
data. The objective is to support effective process management and demonstrate product
quality. Measurements support decisions and provide an objective basis for
communication. Measurement process involves identifying appropriate set of
measurements, collecting and analysing required data, and establishing and maintaining
history data collection.

ORG.6: Reuse process - used to promote and facilitate the reuse of software work
products. It involves defining a reuse strategy, identifying and establishing reuse activities
and infrastructure, and maintaining the infrastructure.
Of these, the last item (Reuse process) can be excluded from the Software Process
Engineering scope, as it deals with the reuse of software work products, not processes.
Process reuse seems to be more in the scope of Process Establishment process.

The previous version (version 2.0) of the ISO 15504 reference model is quite different
compared to the 1998 version, as far as process engineering –related processes are
concerned. The earlier version identifies only two processes that fall within the scope of
SPE. These are (ISO/IEC 1996a, b):

Define the Process: The purpose is to build a reusable library of process definitions that
will support stable and repeatable performance of the process. It involves defining and
maintaining a set of identified software processes and work products, establishing and
maintaining a library of information and data related to the use of standard process, and
tailoring and deploying the standard process for each project. (ISO/IEC 1996a, 24, ISO/
IEC 1996b, 49-50.)

Improve the Process: The purpose is continually to improve the effectiveness and
efficiency of the process. It involves identifying and understanding the strengths and
weaknesses of the standard process, changing the standard process in a controlled way,
and planning, monitoring and implementing process improvement activities in a co-
ordinated manner. (ISO/IEC 1996a, 25, ISO/IEC 1996b, 51.)

In addition the first process under the "Organisation" category (Business Engineering
process) states:

"Although business re-engineering and Total Quality Management have a much
broader scope than that of software process, software process improvement
occurs in a business context, and to be successful, must address business goals"

(ISO/IEC 1996a, 24.)
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While related, the "ORG.1 Engineer the Business"  -process can not be considered to be
part of process engineering, as it deals with establishing a business vision, not process
engineering vision or goals. Although the goals for process engineering are derived from
the business vision, the base practices of this process, as described in ISO 15504-2 v.2.0,
do not include this activity. Furthermore, the business vision should be considered an
input for, rather than product of Software Process Engineering. Finally the ISO 15504
does not identify any specific process management-related activities, since the
management base practices, as described in ISO 15504-5 v.2.0 are clearly aligned with
product project management tasks.

2.6 Software Process Engineering activities identified from literature

In addition to the major process models, an extensive study of the related literature was
conducted by the author to get an overview of the process engineering –related activities
identified in the literature. The most commonly recognised activities were:

Defining and documenting processes. For instance see Curtis et al. 1992, Henry &
Blasewitz 1992, Barghouti et al. 1995, Dandekar & Perry 1996.

Establishing and deploying process improvements or changes to practice, also called
technology transfer. For instance see Raghavan & Chand 1989, Pyzdek 1992, Debou et
al. 1993, Grady & van Slack 1994, Fayad et al. 1994, Basili et al. 1994, Griss & Wosser
1995, Brown & Wallnau 1996, Stelzer et al. 1996.

Assessing and analysing the software development process for process improvement
purposes. For instance see Bicego et al. 1993, Paulk 1995, Rout 1995, Nejmeh 1995, El
Emam & Madhavji 1995, Buchman & Bramble 1995.

Collecting and analysing process measurements for process improvement purposes. For
instance see Pfleeger 1993, Grady 1994, Perry et al. 1994, Pfleeger & Rombach 1994,
Barnard & Price 1994, Dion 1995, Haley 1996, Briand et al. 1996, Pfleeger et al. 1997.

2.7 Summary of Software Process Engineering activities

The process models of Software Process Engineering activities are mainly focused on
process improvement and within that scope intended to support process assessments. As
such they have the primary purpose to identify and define such processes that are
essential for software engineering and for that reason have to be evaluated to determine
the overall maturity (Kinnula 1995, 28-30).  They focus on processes as static entities and
do not build links between different processes or define a flow of activities. These models
can be divided into two categories, based on their architectural structure. The first group,
consisting of CMM 1.1 and Trillium 3.0 approach the processes from maturity
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perspective and split processes across maturity levels. The second group, consisting of
ISO 12207, Bootstrap, and ISO 15504 reference model handles the process architecture
and maturity levels as two separate dimensions.

Both structures have their strengths and weaknesses, but it could be argued that the
latter group provides better understanding of the processes themselves while still
retaining the information of maturity levels - albeit in a more complex and less obvious
form. Thus it seems that, as the understanding of software processes increases, the
processes can be better identified as individual entities and the maturity of each process
entity can be separately studied. The fact that the models in the first group are the oldest
and the models in the latter group are the new ones gives also some support to this
argument.

From the viewpoint of process professionals, these models are important for
institutionalising the Software Process Engineering process itself - just as process models
are needed for software engineering in general. They enable building a common process
asset library, and are essential for managing, maintaining and improving the SPE
activities themselves.



3 Software Process Improvement action life-cycle models

These models are primarily meant for guiding an improvement action, or for describing
the main phases of continuous improvement of a particular process. Although some of
them seem to be able to accommodate a larger-scale improvement initiative, they
generally fail to give the necessary guidelines to start up and sustain a full SPI program.
For instance they do not address critical program-level issues such as initiation and
management of the program, and co-ordination of multiple SPI actions within the
program.

Since the process improvement action life-cycle models are meant primarily to convey
the overall idea of how to proceed in an improvement action, they are typically kept
relatively simple. As such they can readily be custom-made in a given organisation to
stress those issues the organisation in question should pay close attention to. Indeed,
many larger companies with a history in process engineering have established a model of
their own, as can be witnessed even from the small selection presented here. For this
reason such models are abundant and those presented here shall not be taken as a definite
listing, or being the most prominent or important models. It is merely a sample to give the
reader an understanding of what kind of models there may be. While most of the models
are very simple indeed, there are few exceptions - most notably the QIP model (see
section 3.2), which is significantly richer in background and depth, although it still
focuses on the life cycle of a single improvement action.

3.1 Plan-Do-Check-Act -cycle

The oldest model that can be seen as an improvement action life-cycle model is the
PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) model by Shewhart (Shewhart 1931). It was originally
devised for improving quality in manufacturing and has its foundation in statistical
quality control, i.e. controlling the quality by applying metrics on the process.
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The four steps of this model are

– Plan - establish a (new) target for the process in terms of measurable characteristics
– Do - execute the process
– Check - compare the measurements against the planned target
– Act - take corrective action to improve the process

Variants of this basic model are abundant. Most of them differentiate themselves from the
basic cycle by minor enhancements, such as adding a step either to enter the cycle, like
the "Initiate" step that can be seen in the Bootstrap material (Kuvaja et al. 1994, 31), or
within the cycle, such as the "Review" step in CPI-7 model (see section 3.8), and so forth.

3.2 Quality Improvement Paradigm -cycle

The Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP) evolved from the co-operative effort between
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center / Flight Dynamics Division and the University of
Maryland Department of Computer Science. The effort, called the Software Engineering
Laboratory (henceforth SEL), was formed in 1976, with the goal of reducing the defect
rate, cost and development cycle time of software. (Basili et al. 1994, 83.) The
experiences of doing this work have been packaged into QIP-model designed to support
process improvement and technology infusion. The chief author of the model is Victor
Basili and it was first published in 1984 (Basili & Weiss 1984), but has been evolving
even since and is currently actively applied and developed further by the Fraunhofer
Institute, Germany. The QIP model is a part of a larger system model, called the
Experience Factory. This system model also includes an infrastructure model, which is
described in section 5.1.

The purpose of the QIP model is to support continuous process improvement and
engineering of the development processes (Rombach 1998, 13), and to help in technology
infusion (Basili 1994, 2, 65). One way to look at the model is also to see it as a model for
the learning organisation, where the organisation establishes a way to develop practices
through experimenting with them, and then capture and package them into a form that
can be reused elsewhere, within certain boundaries. (Basili 1994, 4, Basili & McGarry
1998, 1.9.)

QIP is based on the principles that software discipline is, by its nature, evolutionary
and experimental (Basili 1994, 3). The work for developing software is human-based and
it is design work, not manufacturing. This means that there is very little repetition in the
software development, which makes the use of statistical control as used in
manufacturing sciences extremely hard and dubious. (Basili 1994, lecture notes.) Here the
developers of QIP clearly take a different approach than e.g. the authors of the CMM and
a number of other models that are based on the very idea of statistical control of
processes. (Humphrey 1989, 3.)

The QIP takes the premise that all project environments and products are different –
flight control software is entirely different thing from game software – and this means
that there are certain prerequisites to experience reuse. These prerequisites include
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capturing and packaging of experiences, explanations on what kind of project and product
types they have been applied successfully (and unsuccessfully) to, and how to tailor them
to different environments and products. (Rombach 1994, 6, Basili 1994, 3.) The
development of reusable experiences is analogous to developing reusable code. It takes
more time and effort to produce it (Basili & McGarry 1998, 3.24, but see also Reifer
1997), and this is realised in the QIP approach in the form of repeated experimentation
and need for dedicated resources to do the packaging. (Basili 1994, 3.)

The underlying philosophy is actually the making of scientific study through
experimentation. (Basili & McGarry 1998, tutorial notes.) It is a bottom-up, closed-loop
approach and inherently iterative process. (Rombach 1998, 15.)

The QIP does not – strictly speaking – require any specific method or approach to be
used. However it very strongly recommends the use of GQM and is closely integrated to
the Experience Factory infrastructure (Basili 1994, 21).

3.2.1 The QIP cycle

The QIP cycle (Fig. 1.) is broken into two closed loop cycles – the organisational (larger)
and the project (smaller) cycle. The project specific feedback cycle is to provide feedback
to the project during the execution phase in order to prevent and solve problems, monitor
and support the project and to realign chosen processes with defined goals. The
Organisational feedback cycle provides feedback to the organisation after the completion
of the project. The purpose of the Organisational feedback is to analyse the concordance
and discrepancy of the collected data against previous experiences and models. This helps
to increase the understanding of the concluded experience and to capture some of that
experience, and to accumulate reusable experience in the form that can be used by other
projects. (Rombach 1994, 15.)
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Fig. 1. The Quality Improvement Paradigm cycle.

The organisational cycle represents how organisation learns. It is divided into following
six phases:

1. Characterise and Understand
2. Set Goals
3. Choose Processes, methods, techniques and tools
4. Execute the Processes (run the project cycle)
5. Analyse Results
6. Package and store experience

The QIP cycle can be used both as a tool to learn more of already existing packaged
experiences, or to create completely new, packaged experiences. The QIP cycle itself does
not change, but if the goal is to produce a new experience and package it for future reuse,
the fourth phase (Execute the Processes) requires several iterations. The reason for this is
that the experience should not be packaged based on one single case, but requires several
experimentations until there is sufficient knowledge of where it works and what it
requires to work. (Rombach 1994, lecture notes,  Basili 1994, 64.)

The Characterise and Understand is the starting phase for the cycle. The aim is to
describe and comprehend the current project and its environment with respect to available
process/product/quality models, data, intuition, etc. The phase also establishes
quantifiable baselines based on past experiences and characterises their criticality. (Basili
1994, 4, Rombach 1994, 12, lecture notes.) The characterisation builds models of various
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factors and studies the interactions between these to increase understanding of the context
where the improvement should be carried out. Factors taken into account include people,
problems, processes, products, resources, and so forth. (Basili 1994, 19-20.)

The second phase is to Set Goals for successful project performance (covering both
processes and products) and improvement results. The aim is to be able to get reliable,
measurable data of the improvement and for this reason the goals need to be quantifiable
and defined from a variety of perspectives, including customer, project and organisation
viewpoints. (Basili 1994, 4, 21.) To be applicable to the case, they are based on the initial
characterisation and strategic goals of the improvement. (Rombach 1994, 12.) The
measurement plays multiple roles in the process engineering. When the measurements are
baselined, they create an organisational memory. Across projects, they provide insight to
the strengths and weaknesses of the current processes and products. They are a decision
making tool, as they can be used to decide which techniques need to be adopted and/or
refined. They also give objective evidence of the impact of changes and in general can be
used to evaluate the quality of the process and product.

The objective of the third phase is to Choose Processes, Methods, Techniques and
Tools that are appropriate for this project. The decision is based on the characterisation of
the environment and product and on the goals that have been set. It is important to make
sure that the selection is consistent with the goals set for products and processes, since
otherwise there is little point in doing the measurements derived from the goals.
(Rombach 1994, 12, Basili 1994, 39.) In addition the selected processes and the
supporting methods, techniques and tools – which are all likely to be generic – need to be
tailored to form an integrated set, that is applicable for the project and context (Basili
1994, 39).

The fourth phase of the organisational cycle is where the selected project(s) Execute
the Processes. From organisation point of view, this phase is where the project cycle runs.
The project cycle, which represents how project learns and guides itself, is divided into
three activities:

1. Process Execution
2. Analyse Results
3. Provide Process with Feedback

The projects Execute the Processes to construct the products. At the same time data of
resources, processes and products is being collected, validated and Results Analysed to
measure the achievement of the goals. This information is then fed back to the project for
corrective action. (Basili 1994, 4, 43.) The data collection needs to be integrated to the
process to make it feasible. Data needs to be validated, because it is error prone and
education and training in data collection is necessary, as everyone needs to understand the
model. (Basili 1994, 42.)

The fifth phase is to Analyse Results to evaluate the practices, determine problems,
record findings and make recommendations for future project improvements. The data is
analysed against the goals and used to achieve better characterisation and understanding
of the context, evaluate and analyse the experiments (improvements), determine
problems, gain more information to be used for better prediction and control and to
motivate future improvements. (Basili 1994, 4, 95.)
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The sixth and final phase on the organisational cycle is to Package Experiences and to
store them in the experience base for future reuse. It should be noted that if the QIP cycle
is used for improving processes through experimenting with new procedures, methods or
tools, it may require several cycle iterations and projects before there is sufficient
information for packaging the experiences. New experiences should not be packaged
based on single cases and it can sometimes take quite long to achieve improvements
(Basili & McGarry 1998, 3.24), depending on project cycle duration and availability of
projects for experimenting. In this phase, the experience gained is consolidated in the
form of new or updated and refined models, baselines and other forms of structured
knowledge gained from this and prior projects. (Rombach 1994, 13.) The types of
experience packaged covers models for prediction (such as effort, error, and cycle time
models), product models, process definitions, method and technique evaluations, quality
models, products themselves, lessons learned and tailoring guidelines (Basili 1994, 45,
Basili & McGarry 1998, 1.14).

3.2.2 PIA-variant of the QIP cycle

A variant of the QIP has been developed at Fraunhofer Institute, Germany. It is called
PERFECT Improvement Approach, or PIA for short. The model has a modified project
cycle and the steps have been refined to a more detailed level. The PIA model is depicted
in Fig. 2., and the detailed phases are explained below. (Fraunhofer Institute 1998).

The organisational cycle, called Strategic Cycle in PIA, is much the same as in the
QIP, except more detailed in descriptions. The fourth phase has been revised more than
other phases.
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Fig. 2. The Perfect Improvement Approach cycle.

In the first phase, Characterise, the function produces (or updates) a characterisation of
the organisation and identifies the organisational improvement goals and major problems.
The characterisation includes references to available process models, but if these don't
exist it is recommended that one be developed during this phase, for further use in the
measurement program. The improvement goals need to be derived from high-level
business goals. The problems are used to find a starting point for improvement goals.

In the second phase, Set Goals, the strategic improvement goals are defined,
corresponding hypotheses are developed, and an improvement program plan is produced
for how to achieve the goals. The strategic goal is an instance of organisational goals and
hypothesis further refines that goal. The formulation of the hypothesis is based on
possible causes of the observed problems. The scope of the goals and hypotheses on this
phase is generic (problem-specific), not project-specific.

In the third phase, Develop Improvement Plan, the projects, pilots, or experiments are
identified for investigating the hypotheses. The resource usage and schedule for the
experimentation is planned. The project characterisation provides a tool to select
candidate projects, and documentation of the context within which the experiences apply.
Suitable project(s) are evaluated and selected based on the goals in the improvement
program plan. The resource and schedule planning is updated based on the information of
the number of selected pilots within the program. It should be kept in mind that
introducing new technology, methods or processes are likely to require more resources
than deploying a packaged, reusable experience.
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The fourth phase is where the selected pilot projects are running. At the strategic level,
this is where the organisation Performs its Improvement Plan by conducting experiments.
The strategic actions are to initiate the project and monitor and give guidance to it in
order to ensure the success of the measurement program (data collection) and to motivate
the project team. When initiating the project, the strategic level needs to prepare the
project according to improvement plan and motivate and train the people participating in
the project. Monitoring the project is to ensure that the improvement program is
performed according to the defaults and guidance is given to coach the project through
the improvement program part of the project. After the first experiment has been
concluded, the improvement program plan is refined / modified (PIA phases 2 and 3 on
the strategic level) by evaluating the results and experiences.

The fifth phase, Analyse Results, is entered once the improvement program and
selected pilots have been concluded. The collected data is prepared for presentation. Data
is then presented in a feedback session and feedback is analysed with reference to
corresponding hypotheses of the goals of the improvement program. Results of other
improvement programs can be used as a base for comparisons in this activity.

The sixth phase, Package Experience, the experiences are identified for future reuse
needs and stored as experience package to the experience base.

The project cycle has been changed to include same six phases as the organisational
cycle has. These are:

First Characterise the project and identify relevant models to be reused. This includes the
characterisation of project, organisational environment of the project, and project goals.
Existing reusable models are retrieved from experience base.

Next Set the project Goals in measurable terms and derive metrics from them. This
includes goal identification, making the measurement plan for those goals, and validating
the plans.

In the third phase the project Chooses appropriate Models for processes and develops the
project plan. This phase includes tailoring the selected reusable models, developing new
models, creating an instance of the agreed models and integrating the models and the
measurement plans.

The fourth phase – Execute – is where the project performs according to its plans, collects
data and both provides and gets feedback for project guidance.

The fifth phase is to Analyse the project and collected data and to suggest improvements.
The analysis is done with reference to hypotheses.

The sixth phase is to Package the analysis results into improved reusable models. How
this compares to the sixth phase of the strategic cycle is not entirely clear from the
material. Either this is a small-scale for-this-project-use-only -kind of packaging, or
perhaps refers to packaging the results of one project experiment in a multiple parallel
experiment set-up.
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3.3 Effective change process

This model is more or less an elaboration of the PDCA-cycle, and has been described in
the "Managing the Software Process" by Watts. S. Humphrey. (Humphrey 1989). It is not
presented as a concise model, but the approach can be deducted from the text concerning
changes to the process. The model has the following steps:

Understand the current status of your development process (perform process assessment)

Develop a vision of the desired process (in support of the business vision)

Establish a list of required process improvement actions, in order of priority (based on the
result of process assessment)

Produce a plan to accomplish the required actions (prepare the process improvement
plan)

Commit the resources to execute the plan (implement the plan)

Unfreeze the process to prepare it for the changes that are to be made

Apply the change to the process

Freeze the process again, to make it stable and enable statistical tracking of the process to
see if the changes had the desired effect

3.4 The AMI approach

The AMI approach (Pulford et al. 1996) is essentially a model for implementing a goal-
oriented measurement program, but since it is aimed at improvement, it can be considered
as a model for process improvement life cycle as well. However, for the same reason it
will be described here only briefly, as most of the material is specific for measurement
work.

The AMI method implements four distinct activities, which are

Assess your project environment (with its objectives and problems) to define primary
goals for measurement. The goals are then checked against the assessment

Analyse the primary goals to derive sub-goals and the relevant metrics. The method
provides a formal approach for the analysis, which includes a consistency check.

Metricate by implementing a measurement plan and then process (including verification)
the collected raw data into measurement data.

Improve, as the participants affected by the goals start to use the measurement data and
implement improvement actions. This activity includes distribution, analysis and review
of measurement data, validation of the metrics, and relating the data to goals and
improvement actions. Comparison of the measurement data with the goals and questions
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in the measurement plan will guide towards achievements of the immediate project goals.
When the measurements show that a goal has been achieved, the primary goal will be
reassessed and cycle begins anew.

3.5 Pr2imer cycle

The Pr2imer improvement cycle (depicted in Fig. 3.) has been developed in VTT
Electronics (state-funded research organisation in Finland) for the purpose of supporting
the entire life cycle of an improvement action, tailored especially for the improvement of
processes of embedded software development. The model stakes a claim to be a
systematic and practical approach for selecting, integrating and taking into use the best
practices in the production of embedded software. The focus to embedded software
comes from the in-depth understanding of the objectives of embedded systems
development, such as time-to-market, user friendliness, customisability of product
functions, and the productivity, visibility and predictability of the development process.
The authors of the Pr2imer model also heavily stress that the process improvement must
be driven by the product development needs and realities, not pursued because a
consultancy group approaches the company with a new idea.

Fig. 3. The Pr2imer cycle.

The Pr2imer model has been built from the process improvement consultancy experiences
of VTT Electronics, and has been published in Karjalainen et al. (1996). The model
draws on AMI-approach (see section 3.4) and TQM approach, integrating the software
process analysis, modelling improvement and measurement techniques into the TQM-
based process development. The third main influencing method has been the Goal-
Question-Metric (GQM) -method. The material states explicitly that the model provides a
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cycle framework, and any given process improvement method or tool (e.g. CMM,
Trillium, Bootstrap, different metrics, etc) can be used within the cycle, as the
implementing organisation sees fit.

The improvement cycle has four tasks, described below. Each task is illustrated by a
segment figure, which identifies the task name as the innermost part of the segment, the
main activities as the middle arc, and recommended tools and methods on the outer arc.
The outcomes are identified as boxes flanking the segment:

1. Current State Analysis (Fig. 4.) is where the current software development practices,
most serious problems, and objectives for improvement are described. The analysis
should be both quantitative and qualitative, using the tools suitable for each purpose.
The analysis framework provided by Pr2imer defines and structures the information
acquired in analysis of the current practices. It suggests different working methods
and structures information into four parts - organisational context and application
domain, software development and management practices, process-related problems,
and definition of prioritised improvement areas.

Fig. 4. Pr2imer cycle, task 1: Current State Analysis.

2. Definition of Target State (Fig. 5.) is where the goals for improved practices are pri-
oritised and a definition of new process or subprocesses are established. This
includes drawing the process model, and evaluating and selecting the methods and
tools to be used in the improved process.
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Fig. 5. Pr2imer cycle, task 2: Definition of Target State.

3. Plan for Development Measures (Fig. 6.) is where the successive, practical process
improvement steps are planned. This includes defining the improvement phases and
steps, scheduling them, and defining a metrics and measurement plan. The improve-
ment actions are focused on defined problem and improvement areas, and are carried
out step by step in the final task of the cycle.

Fig. 6. Pr2imer cycle, task 3: Plan for Development Measures.
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4. Pilot Operation and Commissioning (Fig. 7.) is where the deployment of the new
process takes place, first as a pilot and then across desired projects. It includes a final
report and the measurement results of the improvement cycle.

Fig. 7. Pr2imer cycle, task 4: Pilot Operation and Commissioning.
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and is used at AT&T. The underlying principle of this model is that improvement starts
from describing and modelling the process. Improvement activities are planned based on
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Process Improvement: Once a portion of the process has been executed, improvements
can be made. Changes and modifications are determined from the information available
from the execution and project condition.

3.7 Process Improvement Paradigm -cycle

This is a process improvement cycle developed and used at Raytheon and has been
described by Dion (1993). It is built on the principles from Deming and Juran - i.e. that a
real process improvement must follow a sequence of steps, starting with making the
process visible, repeatable and then measurable. It also draws on Humphrey's effective
change process.

The model (depicted in Fig. 8.) is a three-phase cycle of stabilisation, control and
change, where projects are the focus of activities. The phases are:

Process stabilisation phase - Document, Disseminate, and Institutionalise: Distil the
elements of the process that are actually being used. Progressively institutionalise it
across projects.

Process control phase – Instrument, Measure, and Analyse: Instrument projects to gather
significant data (measurements) and analyse the data to understand how to control the
process

Process change phase – Adjust, Confirm, and Automate: Determine how to adjust the
process as a result of measurement and analysis (first on pilot projects to confirm the
findings) and how to diffuse the new methods among practitioners (technology
transition). Continue to Process Stabilisation Phase.
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Fig. 8. The Process Improvement Paradigm cycle.

3.8 Seven steps for Continuous Process Improvement (CPI-7) -cycle

This is a process improvement cycle developed and used at Nokia Mobile Phones (1998)
and has not been previously described in public. The model was developed by the Quality
Office of the Nokia Mobile Phones during 1995-1996 and is meant for improvement of
any process, not just software processes. The author of this literature study has
contributed to this model, mainly to the process analysis step.

The model is a PDCA cycle and incorporates the Deming / Juran principle (i.e. to
improve a process, it must first be described and modelled). Furthermore the model has
taken additional influence from Business Process Re-Engineering and Lean Operations -
thinking, where the improvement is largely based on studying the process model and
identifying non-value-adding phases, which are then removed (hence improvement is
aiming at making the process more effective and lean). The model (depicted in Fig. 9.)
has seven steps, which are:

Defining the Scope of a Process - Important for providing a solid foundation for
improvement. At this step the name, purpose, and start and end points (scope) of the
process, as well as the inputs and output(s), and their requirements are defined. In
addition the owner, customers, and suppliers of the process are identified.

Mapping the Process - Process map provides a common understanding of how process
operates, as well as means for discussing of the process, so that the process can be
analysed, interfaces clarified, and improvement opportunities identified. The notation that
is recommended for the process map in the CPI-7 -model allows hierarchical approach
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and recognises four main elements and tree supportive elements. The main elements are
Activities, Decisions, Connectors, and Object Flows. The supporting elements are Role,
System, and Performance Measure. Role is a performer in the process, and can be one of
Authority, Responsibility, Collaboration, or Informed (of progress in the process). The
(IT) System is technology that supports the process, and the Performance Measure is the
metric which is applied to the process.

Defining Process Measures - Measurement is applied on the process to enable control and
visibility over the process status. The key objective is to use measurement for
improvement, and the measurement responsibilities must be clearly defined. The
measures must be effective, i.e. describe the critical issues and describe process
performance, not ones that are easy to measure, and should be process-oriented (cross-
functional), not line-oriented. Where the process map has several hierarchical levels, the
measures should also map across those levels so that the lower level measure has an
impact on a higher level measure. Measure

Setting Process Targets - Targets are needed to guide the process (improvement) into the
right (desired) direction. There are two target types: Performance standard (the ultimate
objective) and Target (what is the next improvement gain).

Analysing the Process - The analysis is a step where the improvements are identified. The
process is analysed from three perspectives: People perspective (enacting Organisation
and People), Technology perspective (supporting technology), and Process perspective
(process flow). The people perspective asks about resources, competencies and suitability
of the organisation for the task. The Technology perspective asks about adequacy of
technical support and the interoperability of the technologies. The Process perspective
asks about the bottlenecks, non-value adding steps, and measured problem areas in the
process. Various formal analysis methods are used in this step. 

Improving the Process - This step incorporates the PDCA-cycle, with a special focus on
managing the change (especially human aspects of it) to the process. The PDCA-cycle is
also extended by a fifth step "Review", where the immediate results of an improvement
action are reviewed.

Managing the Process - This is a review step, where the results of the entire cycle are
reviewed, process status is communicated to interest groups, and the next cycle is then
initiated.
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Fig. 9. The Continuous Process Improvement -7 cycle.

3.9 Summary of Software Process Improvement action life cycle 
models

The SPI action life cycle models are typically quite limited in scope when compared to
the models intended for guiding an entire SPI program. However, they are needed for
guiding the actual improvement actions that develop and deploy the improvements -
within or without a larger SPI program. They are primarily intended for software process
staff, process owners, and non-process professionals having a role in an SPI action, either
as an operative or as a customer.

Small-scale SPI activity is especially important for any organisation which aims at
achieving a state of continuous improvement. Such state implies that SPI activity is a part
of day-to-day operation, which in turn requires that the activity is non-disruptive for the
other operations in the organisation. The models presented here are, for the most part,
meant for just such a purpose, and as such play an important part in institutionalising the
grassroot level SPE routines.
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4 Software Process Improvement program life-cycle models

Thus far only few models that map out the entire SPI program life cycle have been
published. Where a single action cycle is typically quite short and small (resource-wise)
effort, a SPI program can span over a number of years, typically encompasses multiple
SPI actions and consumes a lot of resources. Subsequently the SPI program models are
much deeper and broader in scope, and more complex than the SPI action life cycle
models.

Essentially it can be said that SPI programs are higher level project entities where the
focus is on managing and co-ordinating the individual SPI actions, whereas the SPI
actions are lower level project entities where the focus is on doing the actual
improvement. Thus the SPI program life cycle models put more emphasis on
management issues than the SPI action life cycle models do.

There are two actual published models (IDEALSM 1.0 and ISO 15504-7), the first of
which is currently being revised (IDEALSM 1.1), and the revision is here treated as a
separate model. In addition to these, the material for Quality Improvement Paradigm /
Experience Factory provides an unstructured view to a larger, program-alike cycle beyond
the QIP cycle. The QIP material has been analysed by the author of this study, and the
interpretation is presented here as the fourth SPI program model.

4.1 IDEALSM 1.0 cycle

The IDEALSM 1.0 model has been developed in Software Engineering Institute at
Carnegie Mellon University (SEI). A complete description of the model, including
detailed descriptions of the base practices was published early in February 1996 under the
name "IDEALSM: A User's Guide to Software Process Improvement. Handbook CMU/
SEI-96-HB-001" (McFeeley 1996).

The precursor of IDEALSM was a model developed as collaboration between SEI and
Hewlett-Packard Company (HP). Originally entitled as "Software Process Improvement
Roadmap" and described in a report SEI-94-SR-2, it was never published. Instead the
model was further refined into what became the IDEALSM model. (McFeeley 1996, viii.)
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The model was originally meant to be a life-cycle model for software process
improvement programs based upon Capability Maturity ModelSM for Software (SW-
CMM) but by 1996 it had expanded beyond a mere life cycle model and covered also the
aspects of managing such a program (Gremba & Myers 1997, 1). Furthermore it no
longer expected that SW-CMM is being used for establishing the baseline of the current
status3, or that the baseline must be a process assessment at all (McFeeley 1996, 54),
although it does mention that SW-CMM –based appraisal can be used for process
maturity baselining. However, it still was meant for process improvement. Later the SEI
recognised that the IDEALSM Model had potential also outside the process improvement
field and could be used to guide any change program in an organisation. The new version
(see section 4.2) is being worked on to support broader applicability. (Gremba & Myers
1997, 1.)

IDEALSM 1.0 provides a guideline and life-cycle model for establishing and executing
a process improvement program (McFeeley 1996, 7) and guidance for managing such a
program (McFeeley 1996, chapter 6). It also aims to support continuous improvement,
which is (implicitly) seen to be a repetition of improvement programs in a sequence.
(McFeeley 1996, Gremba & Myers 1997.) 

The basic philosophy behind the IDEALSM 1.0 model is that the improvement or
change is best done in project-like entities. The model itself is actually an attempt to
establish good project management and engineering practices to process improvement
project or program (McFeeley 1996, 1, Gremba & Myers 1997, 2). In addition to this, the
model utilises the self-improvement principle of collecting experiences from past cycles
and applying them to the organisation and processes used for the SPI. The model's
improvement cycle is based on the principle that processes need to be evaluated before
improvement can be planned.

As can be seen in Fig. 10. (McFeeley 1996, 2, figure Intro-1) the model is divided into
five main phases - The Initiating phase, the Diagnosing phase, the Establishing phase, the
Acting phase and the Leveraging phase. The model derives its name – IDEAL – from the
first letters of these phases. In addition to these phases, the model identifies a
Management task, which is a continuous activity rather than a phase in the cycle.

3.  Possibly for this reason there is no cross-mapping between the activities identified in the IDEALSM 1.0 model and the Key
Process Areas of SW-CMM 1.1
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Fig. 10. The IDEALSM version 1.0.

Each of the phases and the activities within each phase is described in the following
sections.

4.1.1 Initiating

The Initiating phase is where the improvement model is entered. Here the groundwork is
laid down for successful improvement effort. This covers issues such as establishing
initial infrastructure, general goals and plans for the Software Process Improvement
program, and evaluating the organisation's readiness for the SPI initiative in general. The
phase starts when a stimulus for improvement is recognised and understood, and the work
for establishing the SPI program starts, initially as a task of a work group which is called
the Discovery Team. The tasks or base practices within the Initiating phase are:

1.1. Getting Started

1.2. Identify Business Needs and Drivers for Improvement

1.3. Build a Software Process Improvement (SPI) Proposal

1.4. Educate and Build Support
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1.6. Establish Software Process Improvement Infrastructure

1.7. Assess the Climate for SPI

1.8. Define General SPI Goals

1.9. Define the Guiding Principles of the SPI program

1.10.Launch the Program

The purpose of the Getting Started –task is to organise a discovery team that will
eventually put together a proposal for launching the SPI program (i.e. carries out the tasks
2. to 5.). In this task the team identifies the current business needs, policies and
regulations that may affect the SPI program, finds out what other change initiatives exist
or may be forthcoming, and analyses the impact of all these to the SPI program. In
addition the team identifies different approaches to run a SPI program and selects one of
them.

The next task, Identify Business Needs and Drivers for Improvement, is to gain
understanding of the key business needs driving the requirement for a SPI program. These
needs shall be from the management, not process improvement point of view, and
expressed in business terms. As a result the discovery team should be able to answer to
the question of how the SPI program can satisfy the business needs.

The Build a SPI Proposal task is to write a proposal of the SPI program for senior
management, covering issues such as why it should be initiated, what is the cost, when
the impact can be seen, how it is planned to be done and so forth. This is basically a
project proposal.

The Educate and Build Support task is for creating awareness, setting expectations and
building support for the forthcoming program across the organisational scope of the
program. The basic idea is to decrease the potential resistance by giving information early
on, so that everyone has time to adjust to the idea of the change program. The scope is
both in the lateral (functional) dimension as well as vertical (hierarchical) dimension, i.e.
should cover the management as well as practitioners, and extend even to those
organisational elements that may feel the impact, even if they are not directly affected.

Obtaining Approval for SPI Proposal and Initial Resources is the culmination of the
first five activity steps, as here the proposal is delivered to the management who either
approves, rejects, or requires changes to it. If changes are needed, the first steps may be
re-executed as needed, to establish a new proposal.

If the proposal gets finally approved, the discovery team can start ramping up the SPI
program. With Establish Software Process Improvement Infrastructure, the supporting
organisation is created to enable the SPI work. According to the IDEALSM 1.0 model, the
infrastructure can make the difference between a successful SPI program and a failure
(McFeeley 1996, 30). The infrastructure is here defined as the organisational entities
involved in the SPI activities, from management to practitioners. The purpose of the
infrastructure is to maintain visibility of the SPI program and providing support for it and
thus keeping it alive until it begins to produce visible results and gains visibility and
interest on its own. The infrastructure validates the program, lends credence to its efforts,
guides ad monitors it and facilitates allocation of resources to it. It also facilitates and
encourages information sharing and captures and retains lessons learned and
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improvements developed. This activity is further divided into six subtasks (not described
here), some of which are single activities and some of which are ongoing activities
throughout the duration of the SPI program.

The IDEALSM 1.0 model recognises three basic components to the infrastructure:
Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG), Management Steering Group (MSG) and
Technical Working Group (TWG). In addition for large organisations or organisations
with multiple SEPGs an Executive Council (EC) comprising of top level management,
and a Software Process Improvement Advisory Committee (SPIAC) is called for. The
infrastructure is presented in section 5.3 of this study.

When the SPI program is being ramped up, the Asses the Climate for SPI is to deepen
the understanding of the issues that may affect the SPI program (see also Getting Started
–task), and to use this information for defining strategies for managing them. These range
from organisational barriers, other related initiatives and programs, sponsorship and
communication to organisation's overall readiness for change.

The Define General SPI Goals is to refine the purpose of the SPI program into clearly
defined, measurable goals, which will provide guidance and assist in developing tactics
for improvement. When measured, they will also provide evidence of the improvement
results. The goals should be both long- and short term and at this point tend to be general
in nature. This is acceptable, as they will be quantified further down the program, during
the Establishing phase of the IDEALSM 1.0 model.

Next task, the Define the Guiding Principles of the SPI Program is used to document
any principles, policies or guidelines that the SPI program should use.

Finally the SPI program is started by Launching the SPI Program. This task moves the
activity to the main part of the SPI program and starts the first cycle of the continuous
improvement. As a result of this task the program and infrastructure are finally in place
and operating, and the program is ready to move to the next phase.

4.1.2 Diagnosing

The Diagnosing phase is where the SPI program establishes the understanding of the
working of the current processes and organisational interactions and documents these as a
set of baselines for improvement. This information supports SPI planning and prioritising
process, as well as tracking and verifying the impact of the SPI activities. The baselines
also work to insure that the focus of the SPI program is linked to the business needs of the
organisation. The minimum recommended baselines are the organisation process
maturity, process description and metrics (initial level of business and process metrics to
measure progress against).  The outcomes of this phase are the findings and
recommendations, describing the organisation's strengths and improvement opportunities.
The tasks of the Diagnosing phase are:

2.1. Determine What Baseline(s) Are Needed

2.2. Plan for the Baseline(s)

2.3. Conduct Baseline(s)
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2.4. Present Findings

2.5. Develop Final Findings and Recommendations Report

2.6. Communicate Findings and Recommendations to Organisation

The phase starts with Determining What Baseline(s) Are Needed. This task focuses on
selecting how many and what types of baselines need to be performed.

The next task is to Plan for the Baseline(s), where the activities, resources required
and skills needed for baselining are reviewed, baselining team is recruited and trained in
the methods that will be used for establishing the baseline.

Following that is the Conduct Baseline(s), which is the task for gathering information
that makes up the baselines. The information will be a snapshot of the organisation and
contain data of the organisation's strengths and weaknesses relative to its software
development and management practices.

When the information has been documented, it will be turned into findings and
presented as a briefing in Present Findings. The briefing will be directed mainly to those
who took part to the baselining activity, and it should include description of the method
used, data sources, strengths, weaknesses and next steps.

After the findings have been presented, it is turn to Develop Final Findings and
Recommendations Report. This task gathers the key issues from the baselining exercise
and captures the results of the current state analysis in a form that can be utilised in the
next phases and visited later on, when the improvement impact is being evaluated.

Finally it is time to Communicate Findings and Recommendations to Organisation i.e.
share the baselining results and next steps to as wide audience as possible. This is largely
to further reduce any change anxiety that may be cultivating because of baselining
activities and uncertainty of what is coming next. By communicating the results
effectively the SPI program can gain more support and sponsorship, consensus on next
activities and also get additional input regarding potential solutions. This task also
concludes the Diagnosing phase.

4.1.3 Establishing

The Establishing phase is where the groundwork for the improvement actions of this
program is being done. It is also largely a repetition of the tasks done in the Initiating
phase, now redone with clearer view of what is ahead – or because this is a new cycle
iteration and the next program needs to be replanned. The management needs to review
risks, establish the strategic action plan, prioritise the improvement activities to be taken
within this program and make sure that the actions are in line with organisation's vision,
business plan and resources available. It is essential that the management participation in
this phase is strong, and the task is not delegated elsewhere. This is where the
management finally gets a tangible feel of what is going to happen and they should
develop ownership and consensus on the directions to be taken and how to get there.
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The strategy is the roadmap that guides the SPI program – without it, the initiative is in
danger of getting adrift and turning into another fire-fighting activity, where the long-
range improvement is sacrificed to solve crisis that crop up monthly or even daily.
Planning ahead which problems to tackle, when and how is good project management
practice, and applies to process improvement projects as well as product development
projects. There may be a strong urge to start fixing the problems right away, but this is
analogous to jumping immediately to coding, without making the project plan and
architecture design first. The phase is divided into following tasks:

3.1. Select and Get Training in a Strategic Planning Process

3.2. Review Organisation's Vision

3.3. Review Organisation's Business Plan

3.4. Determine Key Business Issues

3.5. Review Past Improvement Efforts

3.6. Describe the Motivations to Improve

3.7. Identify Current and Future (Planned) Improvement Efforts

3.8. Finalise Roes and Responsibilities of the Various Infrastructure Entities

3.9. Prioritise Activities and Develop Improvement Agenda

3.10.Reconcile the Existing/Planned Improvement Efforts with the Baseline Findings and
Recommendations

3.11.Transform the General Software Process Improvement (SPI) Goals to Specific
Measurable Goals

3.12.Create/Update the SPI Strategic Plan

3.13.Build Consensus, Review and Approve the SPI Strategic Plan and Commit
Resources to Action

3.14.Form the Technical Working Group (TWG)

The Select and Get Training in a Strategic Planning Process is a task to agree what type
of planning process will be used for this SPI program, and to obtain necessary skill for
strategic planning to the appropriate members in the SPI program infrastructure.

The Review Organisation's Vision task is to link and align the SPI strategy to
organisation's vision and the direction where the organisation is currently heading. 

The Review Organisation's Business Plan task is to link the SPI strategy to the
organisation's business plan.

The Determine Key Business Issues task is to align the SPI program so that it is driven
by the current business needs.

The Review Past Improvement Efforts task is where the organisational learning takes
place. Like in any activity, those who fail to learn from past mistakes are often doomed to
repeat them. The IDEALSM 1.0 model has a built-in mechanism for infusing some
learning from the past exercises to the current SPI Program. In this task the management
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shall identify successful and unsuccessful improvement efforts and try to determine what
were the factors that made them to be such. From these cases the management can refine
guiding principles and make policies that increase the chances of success.

The Describe the Motivations to Improve task is an analytical step, where the SPI
program management shall take a hard look at the organisation and pose a question of
"why this organisation is doing this?" When the SPI program management can answer to
this question truthfully, they can also communicate it effectively across the organisation
and through that get better support from both management and practitioners.
Understanding the motivation is thus a critical thing for communication purposes but also
for the purpose of guiding the SPI program to focus to the right issues. The better the
underlying motivations are understood, the better control the management has over its
program. It may also be that the underlying motivation is found out to be hollow – e.g. the
organisation's top management is sponsoring SPI only because everyone else is doing it –
not because they see any value in it. Here the SPI program management has a chance to
challenge the real motivation to protect themselves from unpleasant surprises later on.

In Identify Current and Future (Planned) Improvement Efforts the management of the
SPI program reviews which other initiatives the organisation has under way, and how they
may affect the SPI program. There is an inherent danger in having many improvement
programs going on in the organisation at the same time, as the resistance to change
correlates strongly with the amount of change required. Also the other initiatives may be
competing from same resources, pilots, etc. Uncoordinated initiatives pose a live danger
to any SPI activity and if an organisation wishes to maximise the effectiveness of its
investment in SPI, it must evaluate all initiatives and determine how much time and effort
it can and will invest to these activities.

The Finalise Roles and Responsibilities of the Various Infrastructure Elements is
where the initial infrastructure – or the one carried over from the previous cycle – is
finalised or revised for this SPI program. The focus is on clear definition of the roles and
responsibilities, not as much in re-structuring the infrastructure.

The Prioritise Activities and Develop Improvement Agenda draws on the baselines
developed in the Diagnosing phase to indicate which areas the SPI program should be
looking at, and then prioritises them on the basis of key business issues, organisational
business needs, etc. The selection criteria and the process of prioritisation and selection
are agreed before the selection is done. As a result the SPI program has identified the
improvement actions that will take place under this program and documents them as an
Improvement Agenda of the SPI program.

The baselines are also used for the task of Reconciling the Existing/Planned
Improvement Efforts with the Baseline Findings and Recommendations. The objective of
this task is to come up with a common strategy for all existing or planned improvement
efforts, including the SPI program, as far as the software process improvement actions are
concerned. This way the various initiatives can be brought in line, possibly overlapping
actions can be co-ordinated. This benefits the organisational elements that are affected by
various initiatives, as the amount of change and chaos from having multiple players in the
same field can be minimised. This also benefits the initiatives by creating synergy and
decreasing the resistance to changes.
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The generic goals established in task 8 of Initiating phase are refined in Transform the
General Software Process Improvement (SPI) Goals to Specific Measurable Goals. This
is made possible by having better understanding of the task at hand. The activity is
accomplished by reviewing the baselined measurement of the goals and defining
improvement targets for those measures. This work enables objective evaluation of the
success or failure of the improvement activities carried out by the SPI program.

The work done in this phase is documented in the strategic plan in Create/Update the
SPI Strategic Plan.

In Build Consensus, Review and Approve the SPI Strategic Plan and Commit
Resources to Action the strategy is communicated to the organisation, the plan is finalised
based on comments and a consensus of the usefulness of the SPI actions is built. This is
an important activity for the launching the specific improvement actions, as their success
largely depends on how much the organisation believes in the course of the SPI that is
being taken.

The Form the Technical Working Group (TWG) concludes the Establishing phase and
forms a bridge to the next phase. The task is to establish the improvement action or
actions and to resource them. The group is provided with related information from
baselines and with tentative action plan. Group composition is to be considered carefully,
so that it lends credibility to the results and also has members from appropriate interest
parties.

4.1.4 Acting

The fourth phase – Acting – is where the actual improvements are being developed,
piloted and deployed across the organisation. At the same time the SPI program
management and infrastructure will oversee the activities going on, supporting them and
ensuring that they stay on course. The activities in the Acting phase bring together the
SPI mission and development organisation mission, by creating an improved way to
develop products. The responsibility of the TWG is to plan the improvement project or
action, develop the solution, pilot, validate and refine it, develop a plan for rollout and
evaluate the solution in use. The phase is divided into following tasks:

4.1. Complete Tactical Plan for Technical Working Group (TWG)

4.2. Develop Solutions

4.3. Pilot Potential Solutions

4.4. Select Solution Providers

4.5. Determine Long-Term Support Needs

4.6. Develop Rollout Strategy and Plan Template

4.7. Package the Improvement and Turn Over to the Software Engineering Process Group
(SEPG)
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4.8. Disband the TWG

4.9. Rollout Solution

4.10.Transition to Long-Term Support

The first task for the TWG is to Complete Tactical Plan for Technical Working Group
(TWG). This is basically a project planning activity, covering work breakdown structure,
schedule, deliverables, etc. An important item is defining the scope of work so that the
team can accomplish the task within a reasonable time frame.

The task to Develop Solutions covers the technical part of the TWG's work. The
IDEALSM 1.0 model identifies and describes two basic approaches to this. The problem-
centred approach focuses on analysing the problems and how to fix them, while the
process-centred approach focuses on processes and finds ways to refine or incrementally
improve them.

After the solution has been initially developed it is time to Pilot Potential Solutions.
Pilot projects test and verify the solutions to find out issues that require changes and
refinement. The pilots also determine what kind of tailoring is required for adaptation of
the solution to a given project and helps the TWG to determine tailoring guidelines.

The task of Select Solution Providers is for deciding where the solution is ultimately
obtained. The solution provider can be external or internal to the organisation, for
instance the TWG itself is an internal solution provider.

The Determine Long-Term Support Needs is a task where those solutions that require
long-term support are evaluated to see what kind of support is needed, where the support
can be obtained and how it could be funded. A plan for internal long-term support
mechanism is one of the outcomes of this task, as well as the drafted support contract(s).

When the solution has been piloted and the support needed has been identified, the
TWG can Develop Rollout Strategy and Plan Template. The template will give guidance
to the development projects that will be installing the refined process, by identifying the
training, tools and methods needed, installation steps and information on how to get
support, etc.

Before ceasing to exist the TWG needs to Package the Improvement and Turn Over to
the Software Process Engineering Group (SEPG) by refining any intermediate products
and artefacts it has produced into a suitable material for the long-term maintenance and
support of the process.

After the action team has served its purpose it is time to Disband the TWG. This task
includes the documentation of lessons learned and turning them over to the appropriate
infrastructure group (in the model it is the SEPG). It is recommended that the TWG is
rewarded somehow to ensure that its members have future interest in process
improvement, and to show sponsorship for SPI to the organisation.

After the solution has been verified and packaged, the SPI program can start to Rollout
Solution. The purpose is to install the proven solution across the organisation. The task is
further divided into seven subtasks, ranging from organisational briefing through training
and installing to evaluation of the deployment. For the sake of brevity, the subtasks are
not described here.
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The last task is the Transition to Long-Term Support, where the long-term support
group is established to look after the process. It is essential that the organisation has
demonstrated that the process is in use and the guidelines for taking it into use are clear
and good enough to allow the projects to use it without constant support. The long-term
support is for those cases where the project needs some expertise to solve out a particular
problem. This task also concludes the Acting phase.

4.1.5 Leveraging

The Leveraging phase is the final phase of the IDEALSM 1.0 cycle, aimed mainly for
analysing the improvement activities done and lessons learned, and for incorporating
some of the learning into the SPI program. It also prepares the organisation for the next
SPI program to come, by developing proposals for future actions and as such duplicates
some of the activities from the Initiating phase, such as reviewing and evaluating
motivation, goals, sponsorship, etc. The phase is divided into following tasks:

5.1. Gather Lessons Learned

5.2. Analyse Lessons Learned

5.3. Revise Organisational Approach

5.4. Review Sponsorship and Commitment

5.5. Establish High Level Goals

5.6. Develop New/Revised Software Process Improvement (SPI) Proposal

5.7. Continue With SPI

The purpose of Gather Lessons Learned is to insure that all the lessons learned during the
pas cycle are available for the work of the Leveraging phase. The task may be easy or
hard, depending on how well the lessons were captured during the execution of the SPI
program.

In the Analyse Lessons Learned the appropriate elements in the SPI program
infrastructure go through and analyse the captured lessons, to improve the process for SPI
itself. The lessons need not to be confined to the organisation or the current SPI program,
but include other SPI programs, other organisations and research done on this field. This
is a second place in the cycle where the organisational learning happens, the other being
task 5 in Establishing phase.

The task to Revise Organisational Approach is for incorporating the selected lessons
into the SPI process and infrastructure. By constantly improving the SPI process, the
future actions are more likely to be successful. In addition the SPI program can thus use
itself as an example of putting improvements into use, which will increase the credibility
of the overall SPI initiative.
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The Review Sponsorship and Commitment is to check that the commitment gained in
the Initiating phase, or maintained from the previous cycle is still in place and to work
with any changes needed for the next iteration. The loss of sponsorship is one of the most
critical obstacles that the SPI program can face, so taking the step to insure it is a sensible
precaution before starting to ramp up the next SPI program.

The first activity in ramping up the next SPI program is to Establish High Level Goals
for the new program. This basically repeats the task 8 of Initiating phase, using the goals
of the concluding SPI program as a basis for the next iteration.

Next step is to Develop New/Revised Software Process Improvement (SPI) Proposal.
This task is similar to task 3 in Initiating phase.

The turnover from the Leveraging phase to Diagnosing phase is the task to Continue
With SPI. The action here is to obtain senior management approval to continue the (new)
SPI program.

4.1.6 Manage the SPI Program

In addition to the phases in the life-cycle for SPI program, the IDEALSM 1.0 model
recognises a management element required for the SPI program. A SPI program is a
major undertaking and requires explicit management to co-ordinate all the activities and
to ensure that the program does not stray off course or degenerate into short-sighted fire
fighting. Effective, strong, responsive and supportive infrastructure is a key for successful
SPI program and managing the SPI program is an essential task of that infrastructure.
This activity is divided into six tasks, which are for the most part repeated many times
during the SPI program:

Setting the Stage for Software Process Improvement (SPI)

Organising the SPI Program

Planning the SPI Program

Staffing the SPI Program

Monitoring the SPI Program

Directing the SPI Program

Before the SPI program can work effectively, the management has to work on Setting the
Stage for Software Process Improvement (SPI). To keep the SPI program focused over the
long term, it requires a strong management infrastructure. Over the time changes will
occur in the environment where the SPI program operates, and the management must
make changes of focus and adjust priorities, as the changes require. The task covers a
wide range of issues, from fostering positive attitude towards SPI work and accepting the
changes it brings with it, to integrating different groups into SPI program, monitoring
progress, gaining resources, developing rewarding system and sponsorship for the SPI
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activities, building consensus and support for the SPI program, removing roadblocks, and
so forth. In addition the management needs to realise that they too are part of the
organisation and must change with the organisation.

Organising the SPI Program is a task to establish and refine the infrastructure that will
support the SPI program.

Planning the SPI Program is an important task that covers both making plans and
approving plans made by other elements of the SPI infrastructure. Plans cover a wide
range of activities, through strategies to communication, from improvement action plans
or tactical plans to installation plans. They address issues such as goals, resources,
priorities, selection criteria and so forth. The plans form a backbone for decision making
and for focusing and monitoring the activities of the SPI program and as such are
essential tools for the management.

Staffing the SPI Program can be a very challenging task and the level of sponsorship
obtained can make a difference in this task. The staffing is to resource the organisational
entities of the SPI program, namely the SEPG's and TWG's, and the task covers recruiting
as well as selecting proper resources and assigning them to proper organisational entities.

Monitoring the SPI Program is how management keeps track on where the SPI
program is going at the moment. The management should review the progress in its
periodical meetings and evaluate is the SPI program doing the right thing, is it doing it the
right way, have the expected benefits been achieved and are the improvement actions or
projects in schedule. The evaluation depends largely for good measurement system, or
otherwise the management must rely on subjective descriptions that may or may not be
accurate. The IDEALSM 1.0 model suggests that there are two levels of evaluation for the
SPI program – the micro-level evaluation and macro-level evaluation. The former deals
with quantitative issues such as schedules, milestones, process performance and quality,
while the latter deals with broader and more qualitative issues, such as business values,
competitive factors, market conditions, and so forth. The objective is to ensure that SPI
activity is consistent with objectives, plans are being followed and progress is being
made.

Directing the SPI Program is done at two levels - strategic and tactical. The former
looks after the overall goals, ensures that they are consistent with organisation's vision
and mission and directs the SPI as needed to meet those goals The latter focuses on
specific actions and insures that it is line with strategic goals and is accomplished.

4.2 IDEALSM 1.1 cycle

The version 1.1 of the IDEALSM model has not made any elemental changes to version
1.0, but some high level changes can be observed. Since the new version has not been
developed to the same level of detail as the version 1.0 it is too early to say how profound
the changes are. It is also possible that the model will not be developed to the level of
detail of version 1.0, as it is meant for broader use and hence benefits from being at a
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more generic level. For this reason the IDEALSM version 1.1 will not be discussed in
detail. It is depicted in the Fig. 11. (Gremba & Myers 1997, 2) and the main changes are
briefly described.

Fig. 11. IDEALSM version 1.1.

In version 1.0 the activities – such as Set Context & Build Sponsorship – listed in the
model were mainly for the purpose of giving a rough idea of what each phase is for.
There was no actual linking between the activities and the tasks – such as Educate and
Build Support – described in the IDEALSM 1.0 handbook. However, in version 1.1 we
can observe that the emphasis is now on activities, which have become more clearly
defined. It can be assumed that this will have an impact at the task level as well, when the
definition work reaches that level.

The IDEALSM version 1.1 is divided into fourteen activities and a "quasi-activity",
which is the Stimulus for Change. (Vause 1998, 1.)  The activities in the model are:
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DIAGNOSING

4. Characterise Current and Desired State

5. Develop Recommendations

ESTABLISHING

6. Set Priorities

7. Develop Approach

8. Plan Actions

ACTING

9. Create Solution

10. Test/Pilot Solution

11. Refine Solution

12. Install Solution

LEARNING

13. Analyse and Validate

14. Propose Future Actions

The mapping between tasks and activities was not done in version 1.0 and mapping the
tasks to revised activities in version 1.1 is even harder, as there is very little
documentation available of the new version (Gremba & Myers 1997, Vause 1998,
Kimbrough & Levine 1997, Software Engineering Institute 1997a, b). Therefore this
issue is not explored here. However, the material gives some indications of what issues
the activities cover, and this is summarised below:

The Initiating phase has been clearly revised. "Stimulus For Change" is no longer
technically part of any activity, but rather a condition. This activity was not explored in
the version 1.0, other than in the "Getting Started" task, where it was expected that the
stimulus existed and was recognised. Most of the tasks of version 1.0 seem to have been
covered, but there are few that are unclear, such as Define Guiding Principles of SPI
program and Launch the SPI program. The Diagnosing phase is one-to-one with the
version 1.0 but from the Establishing phase the "Establish Process Action Teams" activity
has been dropped, presumably because in some change programs there may not be need
for separate action teams. The Acting phase has been completely revised to reflect the
Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle (Create-Test-Refine-Install) and the emphasis on rollout from
version 1.0 seems to have been dropped. Finally while the Learning phase has been
renamed from the version 1.0 where it was called Leveraging, it has nonetheless remained
much the same as in version 1.0.
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4.3 ISO 15504-7 cycle

The ISO 15504-7 model is part of the forthcoming ISO 15504 standard. It has been
developed in the ISO/IEC JTC 1 / SC7, which was structured as a project, called SPICE
(Software Process Improvement and Capability dEtermination), launched in 1993. As the
standard has not yet been approved, the model has not been officially published. Once
finished, it will be called "ISO 15504 part 7: Guide for use in Process Improvement".

The model has been derived from three main sources: ISO 9004-4 standard, the
precursor for IDEALSM 1.0 cycle (as published in 1994), and the Bootstrap approach to
process improvement. According to the material, it is meant for management of an
organisation considering or undertaking a SPI programme, for members of improvement
teams particularly leaders and facilitators, for software engineers and external consultants
helping organisations to undertake SPI. It provides a methodology for process
improvement, formulated as an eight-step model for improving software processes within
a continuous improvement cycle. (ISO/IEC 1998c, vii.) The guide also includes a specific
section for the management viewpoint to process improvement. While the model is
primarily meant for implementing improvements in a continuous manner (i.e. over several
cycles), the model states that it can be used as a guidance for single cycle of
improvement. (ISO/IEC 1998c, 1.)

The model has been developed as an integral part of the ISO 15504 –set, and as such
refers to other parts of that standard for e.g. process models or how to perform a process
assessment4.

The central theme in the ISO 15504-7 model is the use of use of metrics and especially
process assessments to define the strengths and weaknesses of the organisation, and the
use of that information to derive process improvement action plans. The model explicitly
takes the assumption that the process improvement is based on process assessment results
and process effectiveness measures and that there is a capability profile and a target
profile which the organisation aims at. The process improvement activities are assumed to
be carried out in projects and monitored through metrics. (ISO/IEC 1998c, 2, 4.)

The eight-step model depicted in Fig. 12. (ISO/IEC 1998c, 4, figure 2) illustrates the
phases of a continuous software process improvement using the components of ISO/IEC
15504.

4.  However, there is no explicit cross-mapping between the activities identified in the ISO 15504-7 cycle and the ISO 15504
process reference model
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Fig. 12. The ISO 15504-7 cycle.

The steps of the ISO 15504-7 model are:

1. Examine organisation's needs
2. Initiate process improvement
3. Prepare and conduct process assessment
4. Analyse results and derive action plan
5. Implement improvements
6. Confirm improvements
7. Sustain improvement gains
8. Monitor performance

4.3.1 Examine

Examining is the lead-on step to the process improvement cycle, with the aim to establish
and define goals for the improvement programme. The goals can be defined either as
process effectiveness or process capability targets, or a combination of both. The ISO
15504-7 material suggests that less mature organisations are more likely to emphasis the
latter, while more mature organisations may focus on the former (ISO/IEC 1998c, 16).
Once defined, the goals will direct the entire programme, from the choice of the scope
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(processes to be assessed), to the selection of improvement targets and eventually to
identification of the most effective improvement action. The step includes the following
four activities:

1.1. Analyse organisational needs and stimuli for improvement

1.2. Identify and define objectives for process improvement based on analysis

1.3. Set priorities for process improvement objectives

1.4. Build executive awareness of the necessity of improvement programme

The organisational needs can be derived from several sources, including mission
statement, vision, organisation's business goals or shared values, data on issues such as
quality cost, and so forth. The stimuli for process improvement can come from internal or
external source, ranging from declining market share through requirements from society
to change in senior management and even to declining staff satisfaction (ISO/IEC 1998c,
5).

The analysis identifies the objectives of process improvement and establishes them in
business-oriented terms, as opposed to process oriented terms. The objectives are then
prioritised to support operative decision making later on in the programme.

The analysis provides the improvement programme a background based on
organisational and business needs, rather than process needs. This way the senior
management can more readily identify if the programme should exist and make
commitment to it. The more integrated the process improvement programme is to the
overall strategic business plan of the organisation, the better.

4.3.2 Initiate

The actual cycle starts from the Initiate step, where the process improvement programme
is planned and resourced. The purpose of the plan is to guide the programme and it
should be used as a tool for monitoring its progress. The plan should cover the following
issues

– Background: Relevant background and history
– Current Status: If possible expressed in specific numerical terms
– Improvement Goals: Goals derived from organisation's needs and business goals
– Scope: Preliminary identification of the improvement scope, both organisation- and

process-wise
– Process: Outline of the process improvement steps
– Organisation: Identification of key roles
– Resource needs
– Milestones and review points
– Risk management: Identified risks associated with the improvement
– Information / communication: activities to keep all those affected by the

improvement informed of progress
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4.3.3 Assess

The second step of the cycle itself is devoted for establishing a process baseline. It is
divided into two phases – Prepare Assessment Input and Conduct a Process Assessment. 

Prepare Assessment Input defines the inputs needed to carry out a software process
assessment as described in ISO 15504-3. The topics that are considered are: Sponsor,
Competent assessor, Assessment purpose, Assessment scope and Assessment constraints.

Conduct a Process Assessment is initiated using the assessment input and delivers the
current process profile, assessment record and additional information, such as best
practices, experiences about adoption of methods and tools, cultural and organisational
issues that may affect the improvement programme, training needs, and so forth.

4.3.4 Analyse

In Analysis the information collected during the assessment is analysed and prioritised in
the light of the organisation's needs. The aim is to identify areas for improvement, set
qualitative goals for the process, set quantitative improvement targets and derive an action
plan. This step is more detailed than most of the steps in the model. It has four activities
(three explicit and one implicit5), of which the first is further divided into six tasks. The
activities within this step are:

4.1. Identify and prioritise improvement areas

– Analyse assessment results
– Analyse the organisational needs and improvement goals
– Analyse effectiveness measurements
– Analyse the risks in not achieving improvement goals
– Analyse risks of improvement action failure
– List improvement areas

4.2. Define specific improvement goals and set targets

4.3. Derive action plan

4.4. Update programme plan and submit to management approval. Communicate decision
to all (implicit activity)

The first activity identifies and prioritises the improvement areas based on assessment
output (strong and weak areas of process), improvement goals (organisation's needs),
effectiveness measures (process needs), industry norms and benchmarks (external
references), and risks related to either not achieving the stated goals or failure of
improvement actions.

5.  The implicit activity is derived from the text by the author of this study, it was not stated as an explicit step in the actual ISO
15504-7 material, but the activity is clearly implicated in the text
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Once the prioritised action list has been developed the specific goals for each priority
area, as target effectiveness values, as capability profiles for the process or as a
combination of both. The goals need to be based on organisation's needs and to be
verifiable, need to be objectively measurable. Risks should be taken into account in this
step as well, and the targets should be reasonably achievable.

The improvement actions are then planned in more detail (at tactical level) as projects
or actions to be carried out within the organisation. The organisation should evaluate
different scenarios on how to carry out the actions to find which actions provide most
synergy and best serve the organisation's needs. Each action plan needs to cover goals,
targets, organisation (responsibilities), initial cost, benefit and schedule estimations, and
risks to products and to the organisation, including implications of schedule changes.

According to the ISO 15504-7 model, the actions to be launched will often cover the
next three steps of the model - Implement, Confirm and Sustain. This scope needs to be
considered carefully when making the plans.

Once the tasks have been carried out, the overall process improvement programme
plan is updated with these items and upon the management approval the organisation is
committed to undertake the planned improvements. It is important that the decision is
communicated clearly to all affected staff to reduce resistance to change.

4.3.5 Implement

The next phase is Implement, where the improvement actions or projects are launched
and executed, in parallel or in sequence, or as a combination of both, depending on what
was decided in the previous step. The projects may also cover the next two steps
(confirm, sustain), before being concluded. The organisation's management – presumably
meaning the programme level – monitors the improvement projects against the detailed
implementation plan. This is to ensure that the project progress is as planned, that goals
and targets are still realistic and relevant to organisation, evaluate impacts of the actions
and to gather project data and experiences to improve the planning and executing of
future improvement projects.

Each improvement project carries out the following tasks:

5.1. Select operational approach to implementation

5.2. Prepare and agree detailed implementation plan

5.3. Implement improvement actions

The project should evaluate alternative approaches to implementing the improvement and
select the one most suitable for the organisation, taking into account issues such as costs,
time scales, risks, etc. The approaches range from incremental change to re-engineering,
from piloting in one place and spreading it from there to implementation across the
organisation at the same time, and so forth.
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The implementation plan should describe the objectives, improvement approach,
organisation and responsibilities, schedules, resources, risk management, monitoring
policy and success criteria for the project. It may also include additional related
information, such as root cause analysis of process problems, etc.

The actions are implemented by the project. Here the human and cultural factors play
an important role, and the project needs to have proper skills for executing this phase
successfully. The implementation may well range beyond the actual technical process, to
include things like changes to values, attitudes, behaviour, organisational structures,
recognition and reward systems, etc. Important aspects to be considered to make this step
successful are gaining management support and leadership, fostering communication and
teamwork, establishing commitment, and giving required education and training6.

4.3.6 Confirm

The purpose of this step is to confirm the results of the improvement project, and the
management should be involved both to approve and to evaluate the results7. The aspects
to be reviewed are:

6.1.Targets and goals for the project

6.2.Changes in organisational culture

6.3.Risks in using the improvement process in the future

6.4.Costs and benefits of the improvements

This step may initiate a next process assessment to confirm that the targets expressed in
process capability levels have been achieved. The scope of the assessment may be re-
thought, to be either focused to the improvement scope or potentially take a broader look
to capture possible side effects of the improvement or to confirm the results of several
projects.

If it turns out that the improvement has not resulted in the changes needed, the
management may wish to return the project to a previous step or redefine it entirely.

4.3.7 Sustain

The improved process need to be sustained at their new level of performance, including
deployment of the process to all applicable entities in the organisation and monitoring the
use of the new process.

6.  Although the ISO 15504-7 material does not state it, all these clearly need to be evaluated beforehand and included in the
improvement plan

7.  Although the ISO 15504-7 material earlier states that the improvement project may well cover the Confirm- step as well, the
description of this step implies clearly that this is a management step, or a step belonging to the programme level
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Management needs to monitor the institutionalisation of the improved process and use
the reward and recognition system to encourage its usage. The monitoring responsibilities
and practices need to be clearly defined.

The deployment takes the process that has been piloted and verified in a selected area
or specific project, to wider use within the organisation. The deployment needs to be
properly planned and necessary resources assigned to it. The plan itself can be part of the
process improvement project or programme plan, whichever is more appropriate to the
organisation. The plan should cover the following issues

– Scope: Who is affected
– Communication: How to communicate the change process and its benefits
– Education: What education and training is needed to take it into use
– Strategy: When to introduce changes to different areas, taking business needs into

account
– Assurance: How to ensure that the changes have been made (i.e. the process taken

into proper use)
– Performance: How to ensure that the improved process performs as expected (e.g.

through measures)

4.3.8 Monitor

The final step of the cycle is to monitor the performance of the organisation's software
process in a continuous manner. It concludes the cycle and provides a way to initiate the
next iteration. The purpose is to ensure continuity in the process improvement
programme, by bringing up potential needs for new process improvement projects.

The monitoring has two areas that needs to be observed

– Performance of the software process
– Process improvement programme

The performance of the organisation's software process needs to be observed on a
continuous basis, as it evolves and changes over time. ISO 15504-7 material suggests that
appropriate effectiveness and conformance measures are used for this purpose, and the
measures themselves should be reviewed periodically for suitability. In addition the
management should review the potential risks to the products and organisation that the
process may have. When changes become desirable, the management should take action.

The process improvement programme itself needs to be reviewed by management on a
regular basis, to ensure that the goals and targets of the programme and its projects
remain relevant and realistic, future improvement programs within the programme are
initiated as appropriate, the improvement process itself is improved, and that the
continuous improvement becomes and remains a feature of the organisation's values,
attitudes and behaviour. The management may initiate new assessments to support the
continuity of the programme. According to the model, the assessment should not be taken
before the improved process(es) has been institutionalised - otherwise the results can be
difficult to interpret8.
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4.3.9 Manage the Process Improvement

Like IDEALSM 1.0, the ISO 15504-7 model deals with the management as a special
issue, being something that is beyond the cycle itself. The management is seen as perhaps
the most crucial issues of sustaining long-term improvement and ensuring that changes
become permanent. Like any project, the software process improvement needs to be
organised, planned, measured and subject to management reviews, if it is to reach its full
potential.

The model identifies the following four management tasks:

– Organising for Process Improvement
– Planning for Process Improvement
– Measuring Process Improvement
– Reviewing Process Improvement Activities

Process improvement requires the involvement of the entire organisation, and Organising
for Process Improvement aims at establishing the organisational infrastructure needed for
the improvement program. ISO 15504-7 recognises the following organisational roles to
take part in the effort: Senior management, Process Improvement Programme, Process
Improvement Project, Process Owners and Organisational Units. The roles and
responsibilities of each of these elements are described in the ISO 15504-7 material and
will be discussed later in this chapter.

The Planning for Process Improvement is an iterative activity that extends throughout
the life of the improvement programme, starting from the definition of goals and covering
all steps in the improvement cycle model. ISO 15504-7 recognises three main plans, each
developed at the appropriate infrastructure level: Business Plan, Process Improvement
Programme plan and Process Improvement Project plan. The first is for the purpose of
setting the context and overall goals of process improvement and is owned by the senior
management. The second is a strategic plan to achieve the goals, owned by the
improvement programme management. The third is a tactical plan, guiding individual
improvement actions at the operational level and is the responsibility of improvement
project management.

Measuring Process Improvement carries a crucial role in the process improvement. It
can show quantitatively the current status of processes and practices and how effective the
current processes are for meeting the organisation's needs and business goals. They can
also be compared against a general understanding of industry best practices, but care
should be taken here to not overdo the comparison. Each organisation has differences and
these will influence the suitability of any given best practice. The SPICE model
recognises two main measurements; the Process effectiveness measures and Process
Attribute and Capability Ratings. These two provide different viewpoints to the process
and can be used together to facilitate process improvement. The main difference is that
effectiveness measures reflect how well tuned the process is against the organisation's
business needs, while the process attributes and capabilities measure how complete or
well established the process is against a certain benchmark (ISO 15504 in this case). The

8.  Since institutionalisation is a long process, this implies an interrupted cycle rather than continuous cycle. This, on the other
hand is in conflict with the statement where the model claims to be a continuous improvement cycle - see ISO/IEC 1998c, vii.
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ISO 15504-7 model also provides a generic process measurement framework to support
process improvement. This framework utilises both effectiveness and process attribute
measures.

Reviewing Process Improvement Activities is a routine management tool, which should
be applied to all projects, whether they deal with products or processes. The ISO 15504-7
model expects that regular reviews are done at all management levels to ensure that
improvement organisation is effective, plans are adequate and followed, measurements
are appropriate, adequate and indicate satisfactory progress, process assessments are
conducted when needed and the risks are managed. In addition the goals should be
reviewed regularly and need to reflect any changes in the organisation's needs (ISO/IEC
1998c, 16). The results of these reviews are fed into the planning activities and
appropriate actions are taken when deviations are identified.

4.3.10 Building the Improvement Culture

The ISO 15504-7 material implies clearly that the organisational culture is very crucial
for the success of the improvement initiative. This is most apparent in the fact that the
material has a specific section devoted to "Cultural Issues", which focuses on identifying
those issues that affect the organisational culture and provides guidance on how to build a
culture that takes improvement as a positive, rather than negative issue. The main tools
for building this culture are:

– Management (responsibility and leadership of)
– Organisational values, attitudes and behaviour
– Process improvement goals and motivation
– Fostering communication and teamwork
– Recognition process and reward system
– Education and training

4.4 Iterative Quality Improvement Paradigm -cycle

The model presented here cannot, as such, found from the QIP material. Instead it has
been put together by the author of this study, based on the analysis of what the material
says about iterating the QIP cycle on a larger scale. In fact the material provides not only
one, but two, such models. This is likely to be due to the fact that the material has evolved
over time and since there has not been an intention of establishing a larger program cycle,
the possible slight discrepancies in this respect have been overlooked as the newer
material has been incorporated to older one. The two models are here called the "Iterative
QIP", which is already visible in the material from 1994 (Basili 1994, 62), but is still
present in the tutorial material of 1998 (Basili and McGarry 1998, 1.35), and the "Refined
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Iterative QIP", which can be built up from the 1998 tutorial section "Getting Started"
(Basili and McGarry 1998, Chapter 4), where the authors of the QIP have refined the first
steps and describe these in more detail.

The model has been established by comparing the activities recommended in the
material to those identified in the IDEALSM 1.0 model and drawing similarities between
the two. The QIP process itself is described in section 3.2 and the Experience Factory
infrastructure in section 5.1.

4.4.1 Iterative QIP (1994)

This framework is built on the material from 1994, and the "Overview" -section of the
1998 tutorial (Basili and McGarry 1998, 1.35), where the material describes how to
iterate QIP process. The framework has the following eight steps:

1. Get the commitment
2. Put the organisation in place and collect data to establish baselines

– For instance defects and resources, that are process and product independent

3. Measure your strengths and weaknesses

– Provides a focus and goals for improvement

4. Select and experiment with methods and techniques to improve process based upon
product quality needs

5. Evaluate improvement against existing resource and defect baselines
6. Understand the relationship between process characteristics and product qualities

– Manipulate processes to achieve the desired product characteristics
– Define and tailor better and measurable processes, based upon

– Experience and knowledge of the environment
– Process conformance and domain understanding

7. Establish new baselines
8. Repeat the process and look for the next improvement opportunity

The material does not explore these issues beyond this. It can be assumed, however, that
steps 1 to 3 precede the QIP cycle phase 1 (Characterise & Understand), to give it the
necessary infrastructure to work (steps 1 and 2) and to establish a scope of operation (step
3).  The step 4 is where the experimentations (i.e. the QIP cycles) are run, and the results
(of possibly multiple QIP cycles) are fed into step 5, where the success of the
improvement program is evaluated. The step 6 is somewhat related to QIP phase 6
(Package & store experience), as it includes the "Definition and tailoring of better
processes", but more likely occurs separately from the QIP cycle, as a higher level
operation. It may also initiate new QIP cycles, as the results of this step are the new
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process definitions that ought to be experimented before being packaged. The step 7 is
partially overlapping with the phase 1 of the QIP cycle, but may again be a higher-level
baselining operation.

The step 8 suggests that the new program is initiated with a proposal for the next
improvement program. It is not entirely clear whether the "Repeat the process" refers to
QIP or the steps to iterate QIP. Here the assumption is that it means the latter, but not
from step 1. Instead the step 7 can be seen as the repetition of step 2 (both establish
baselines and the organisation has already been established), so the "Repeat the process"
would mean going to step 3 "Measure your strengths and weaknesses" and continuing
from there. This is also in line with the recommendation to "look for next improvement
opportunity", as the opportunities are being searched from the list of weaknesses
produced in step 3.

The reconstruction of the iteration process would then look like:

INITIATE

1. Get the commitment
2. Establish Organisation

ITERATE

3. Collect data and establish (initial or next) baseline
4. Measure strengths and weaknesses

– find improvement opportunities

5. Run QIP cycles to establish selected improvements

– select methods and techniques to be experimented

6. Evaluate improvement results against previous baselines
7. Build understanding of the interrelationship between the processes and product

– gain insight to what things in the process have impact to which product qualities

8. Circle back to 3

Or as a picture (Fig. 13.)
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Fig. 13. The Iterative QIP cycle (Author's interpretation).

4.4.2 Refined Iterative QIP (1998)

The refined framework, or "Getting Started with QIP" (Basili and McGarry 1998, Chapter
4), focuses on the first steps to establish the process improvement program in the
organisation. The framework is as follows:

1. Produce Plan
2. Establish Structure

– Roles & Responsibilities
– Commitment from organisation (with advocate identified)
– Operating process

3. Produce Baseline (or "Profile")
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strengths and needs.
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– The two major elements in the baseline are

– Product characteristics and
– Defining the "Processes" in use

4. Establish Measurement Activities

– Include a "Measurement Handbook"

5. Execute "Experiment"

The structure of the plan, produced in the first step, should capture the role of the
improvement approach (the material suggests using Experience Factory as a model for
the approach) and discuss the concepts and theory behind the organisation. In addition the
plan shall outline what the program will and will not do, possibly differentiating itself
from other known improvement program models, such as SPICE, CMM, ISO, etc., what
are the goals and drivers behind the program, how the success will be measured and
adjustments made. Furthermore the plan shall define scope of target organisation and who
will be affected – e.g. what project types will participate – and finally document the
projected schedule and resource needs.

The first step is to Produce the software improvement (program) Plan. The structure of
the plan is suggested to be:

– Introduction; What is the plan, General goals, Vision
– Background; Why this activity is being done, What are the perceived benefits of the

activity and Perceptions of strengths and weaknesses of the organisation
– Improvement Description; Concept of the improvement approach, Goals, Scope
– Approach; Description of the approach

– the material suggests using the Experience Factory approach, which is: Capture
profile of organisation (Understanding), Identify change, and Package results

– Schedules and Resources

In addition to these the plan should outline

– What the program will and will not do, possibly differentiating itself from other know
improvement approaches, such as SPICE, CMM, ISO, etc.

– How the success will be measured and how the adjustments can be made

The second step is to Establish the Structure for process improvement. The structure
covers roles, interfaces and commitment. The material defines the activities and some dos
and don'ts for this step, of which the activities within this step are:

– Secure support from management
– Establish roles of the organisational elements

– The material suggests using Experience Factory model for this, in which case
there are three elements: Experience Packaging, Development Organisation, and
Support

– Increase awareness of organisation by clarifying the concept to developers and
gaining support groups on board
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– Define operational concept and process instruments

According to Rombach, the effective instantiation of QIP requires a reuse-oriented
organisation, such as the Experience Factory, and the following two technologies, i.e.
process instruments (Rombach 1994, 16, lecture notes):

– Goal-oriented measurement method (e.g. GQM)
– Explicit – but not necessarily formal – (process) modelling (e.g. MVP-L)

The third step is to Produce the Baseline (or the "Profile"), in order to understand the
business of the organisation. The baseline is the most critical component of the
improvement, as it helps establishing the improvement process and provides basis for
improvement.

The core data that needs to be entered includes product data, process data and domain
information. The key elements that all baselines should include are:

– Amount of software the organisation has
– Characteristics of the product(s) and process(es) of the organisation
– Strengths and weaknesses from developers point-of-view (not from e.g. CMM point-

of-view)

The baseline is used for:

– Identifying and defining potential process improvements
– Comparing the situation in the future against the situation in the past
– Building motivation through elevating the awareness in the organisation
– Building environmental models and relationships

The basic objective of the baselining is to understand, not to judge what is right or wrong.
While the CMM and other methods (such as surveys, interviews, etc.) are recognised as
useful tools to help capturing the process baseline, the QIP use of the baseline is not to
rate the organisation or state what is good and what is bad with reference to some model.
This would be against the underlying principle of the QIP, which is that external models
cannot be used to judge the case at hand, because the context may be completely
different. The strengths and weaknesses are to be derived from the opinions of the
developers in that organisation. The baseline is simply a description of where the
organisation is at the time and what are the measurements of its processes.

The fourth step is to Establish Measurement Activities (or measurement program) to
support the process improvement. In this step the data to be archived, terminology,
process of collecting, validating and archiving the data, and the process of capturing the
development lessons are defined, and the step-by-step timelines for processing are
developed. This all is captured as a Measurement Handbook.

The fifth and final step of the "Getting Started" part of the iteration is to run the
Experiments – i.e. the QIP cycles. Presumably the fifth step is followed by the last two
steps identified in the overall iteration framework, i.e. the evaluation of the results and the
step for increasing or building new understanding. In addition a new baseline should be
taken to see what the organisation's situation is, to facilitate finding new improvement
opportunities.
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Looking at these steps and trying to fit them in to the overall framework suggests the
following:

The first step now precedes "Get Commitment" as the second step includes both "Get
Commitment" and "Establish Organisation" (steps 1 and 2 in the overall framework). Step
three covers both the "Collect Data and Establish Baseline" and "Measure Strengths and
Weaknesses". The step four is an addition to the overall cycle, and its nature suggests that
this is a one-shot action for the very first time the cycle is being iterated – as does the
name of the chapter in the material: "Getting Started". Step five corresponds to postulated
place where the QIP cycles are run (and which is missing from the overall framework).

Redrawing the Fig. 13 based on the refined steps produces a following picture (Fig.
14.)

Fig. 14. The Refined Iterative QIP cycle (Author's interpretation).

4.5 Summary of Software Process Improvement program life-cycle 
models

These models are mainly intended for people who have been trusted with the
management of a large process initiative. They are important for staging and managing a
successful program and represent a step towards an institutionalised Software Process
Engineering system.
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The models have certain strengths and weaknesses when compared to each other's. For
the IDEALSM 1.0, the main strength comes from the fact that it has been derived from
actual industry cases, rather than being a theoretical (untested) model. It has also been
applied successfully later on, as will be apparent from the industry case reports (see
section 6.6). Furthermore it is the most comprehensive of the models presented here, as
the sub-processes are presented to a great detail. The model lacks insights to specific
multi-site SPI program issues - e.g. activity synchronisation problems across the sites -
and as such is most suited for a local-level (single-site) SPI program and this is also
admitted up front in the model itself.

The IDEALSM 1.1 model is still under work, so it is not discussed here further.
The strengths of the ISO 15504-7 are that the cycle itself is more elaborate than

IDEALSM 1.0 model and that the cultural issues have been given special attention. The
main concern, however, is the fact that the model has not been derived from actual
industry cases, nor has it yet been tested in an actual case - it is a theoretical model. Like
the IDEALSM 1.0 model, also ISO 15504-7 lacks insight to multi-site SPI program issues
and thus is most suitable for local (single-site) operation rather than for a cross-site
program, even though the material stakes a claim of being equally applicable at different
organisational levels. In addition the Monitor -phase implies an interrupted rather than
continuous cycle, while the material starts with a claim that the cycle is continuous. These
discrepancies belie the fact that the model is, indeed, an untested theory. While there is
nothing wrong in this, it should be stated up front - as has been done in IDEALSM 1.0 in
respect to the single-site vs. cross-site issues - so that the people intending to apply the
model would be aware of the potential shortcomings.

The entire QIP model set is perhaps even more comprehensive than even the
IDEALSM 1.0 model, if the different parts of the Experience Factory system model – the
QIP cycle, the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) -method and the Experience Factory
infrastructure model – are taken into account. These together provide an integrated
approach for process engineering. However, while comprehensive, the Iterative QIP is
clearly less detailed than the IDEALSM 1.0 model, as the focus is on the actual QIP
model itself, which is designed for running improvement actions than improvement
programs. As with the IDEALSM 1.0, the Iterative QIP is perhaps better suited for
running an improvement program at the organisational (local) level (as opposed to
corporate or global level).



5 Software Process Engineering infrastructures

The process engineering infrastructure models provide a view to the elements that support
the enactment of software process engineering activities. All operational systems have
such a dimension - even small improvement actions are somehow organised, resourced,
supported by tools, etc. although the level of formality may be low. However, the longer
lasting the system is desired to be the more attention should be paid to establishing the
infrastructure.

The sources for this chapter are the Experience Factory, CMM 1.1, IDEALSM 1.0, ISO
15504-7, and book "Software Process Improvement - Practical Guidelines for Business
Success" by Sami Zahran. Of these the CMM 1.1 and ISO 15504-7 cannot be considered
to contain an infrastructure model, but certain infrastructure elements can nevertheless be
identified from the material. The others present a proper model for infrastructure.

5.1 Experience Factory model

The Experience Factory9 is a collective name for the system that incorporates the QIP
process cycle, a recommended set of methods, and the infrastructure to support the
enactment of the QIP process. The approach is based on the philosophy that actual
improvement is essentially systematic organisational learning and Experience Factory is
the system to support the learning through facilitating the development, packaging and
deployment of reusable experiences. The learning that happens in the projects is captured
in the form of reusable organisational assets (=corporate knowledge & core
competencies) to be used in appropriate future cases (Basili & McGarry 1998, 1.13,
tutorial notes). The essential point is, that the experience must be refined into
organisational assets, and be easily accessible to all those who may benefit from it (Basili
1994, 49). Implicit improvement, i.e. experience is accumulated to personnel only, and

9. The term "Experience Factory" has two meanings in the source material. The first corresponds to the entire system (or the
approach / philosophy in general) and the second corresponds to the organisational entity for experience packagers. In this
study we will reserve the term Experience Factory for the entire system / approach, and use the term 'Experience
Organisation' for the latter purpose, in order to avoid any further confusion.
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ad-hoc process changes are not improvements as such. With the former the experience
gained is informal, cannot be readily used as a corporate asset and due to this is not
supported by the organisation. Furthermore the staff turnover may jeopardise the
improvement. With the latter the impact of the change remains unknown (Rombach 1994,
11, Basili 1994, 47).

All experiences, be it product (code, architecture, etc.), or the context of the product
(project profiles, processes, methods, tools, etc.), is to be systematically reused, if the
organisation wishes to improve (Basili et al. 1995, 84). However, as it takes three times
more effort to produce a truly reusable software component (Reifer 1997), producing
other forms of reusable experiences is equally hard. Experience has to be identified
analysed and evaluated for its reuse potential, and has to be appropriately packaged.
Reusable experience cannot be reused "as is" but needs to be tailored to the instance.
(Basili 1994, 47, Rombach 1994, 21.) Since a development project's priority is to deliver
a product, the reusable experience cannot be a by-product of a development project, even
though the experience itself is created in the project (Rombach 1994, 47).

The material states explicitly, that the Experience Factory is for supporting the reuse of
local experience (Basili 1994, 47, 49) and is meant as a model for local infrastructure, as
opposed to the corporate-wide infrastructure. This approach is based on the principle that
experience needs an appropriate context to be reused, and that models from other
domains and contexts cannot and should not be adopted as such (Rombach 1994, 8). The
handling of multiple domains, e.g. a corporate environment, is suggested to be handled
with a collection of Distributed Experience Factories, each focused on packaging local
experiences. Above them is a high level Consolidated Experience Factory which looks for
similarities across domains, abstracts globally reusable experiences from them and shares
these across the corporation (Basili 1994, 66).

5.1.1 Overview of the Experience Factory system

According to the Experience Factory material, when the infrastructure is being
established, the operational concept of the infrastructure needs to be defined. Although a
host of activities are listed in the material, the following two tasks can be identified as the
main purposes for the Experience Factory (Basili & McGarry 1998):

– Technology Infusion process (i.e. process improvement)
– Experience Reuse process (i.e. process deployment)

The Experience Factory system that supports both of these operational models contains
two elements (Basili & McGarry 1998, 1.7-1.11, 1.15-1.18, 4.5, 4.6, Rombach 1994, 16):

– A defined process for Experience Reuse (the QIP process)
– An infrastructure for the Experience Reuse (the Experience Factory infrastructure),

covering both:

– Technologies and methodologies needed to support the process
– Organisation that enacts the process through different roles and responsibilities
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As the requirements for the organisational roles differ, also the skills required from the
people allocated to these activities are different and profiles need to be planned
accordingly (Basili & McGarry 1998, 1.19, 4.5, tutorial notes).

The QIP process has been already discussed in section 3.2 and since it is not a part of
the infrastructure, it will be only briefly summarised here. The process consists of the
following steps:

1. Characterise & understand context
2. Set Goals
3. Choose Processes, methods, techniques and tools
4. Execute process (includes process enactment, on-line data analysis and feedback to

project)
5. Analyse data / results
6. Package & store experience

The infrastructure is to support these activities. To facilitate this, the process instruments
need to be defined and tools selected (Basili & McGarry 1998, 4.5). The following
components are explicitly identified as such instruments:

– Tools for specific activities, such as experience / data storage (Basili & McGarry
1998, 4.5)

– Goal-oriented measurement methodology (Rombach 1994, 16)
– Explicit experience modelling methodology in a form of formal notations (Rombach

1994, 16, Basili 1994, 49)

The Experience Factory material does not discuss the process instruments as a generic
element any further, but instead jumps right into describing the actual tools and methods
that belong to the categories listed above. Especially prominent is the Goal-Question-
Metric -method, which is a representative of the goal-oriented measurement
methodology. However, since this discussion is very tool-, and method -specific, it will
not be summarised here. Instead it is sufficient to state that the model does not exclude
the use of any method or tool which fits into the three categories listed above.

The other part of the Experience Factory infrastructure - the enacting organisation -
contains three entities as depicted in Fig. 15. (Basili & McGarry 1998, 4.5, 4.6, tutorial
notes)10:

– Product Development organisation
– Experience Packaging organisation
– Support organisation

10.  From this point on, the organisational issue becomes slightly confusing, as the rest of the material identifies and discusses
only of the first two organisational entities. Thus it can be assumed that the "support organisation" is either embedded into
either or both of the two other entities, or has perhaps been simply omitted from the more detailed description. Here we will
adopt the latter approach, i.e. assume that the support organisation can, if desired, exist as a separate entity, but has not been
discussed to the level of detail as the other two.
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Fig. 15. Organisational Elements in the Experlience Factory infrastructure.

5.1.2 The Project Organisation

The Experience Factory approach separates software development (i.e. product
engineering) from competence development (i.e. process engineering). The reason for this
is that the roles and responsibilities of these two entities are very different (Basili &
McGarry 1998, 1.44). Reusable experience cannot be a by-product of a development
project. If the organisation wishes to create reusable process assets and to learn from past
experiences it needs a separate organisation to support the (Basili 1994, 47).

According to the Experience Factory material, the purpose of the project organisation
is to solve specific problems, in order to create and deliver products within agreed
schedule and cost. The approach is more top-down, as the requirements (problem) are
typically decomposed through architecture and detailed design into simpler cases, which
are easier to solve. Product development is a design and implementation process, and the
resulted output is proven to be correct through validation and verification. (Basili &
McGarry 1998, 1.19.)

As depicted in Fig. 16. the project has the responsibility of the QIP process steps 1
through 4. When the project is being set up, it is the project's responsibility to describe
the characteristics and environment of the project, to establish the context for reuse. The
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project also sets the goals and chooses the packaged experiences that will then be tailored
for the instance. The project then makes the execution plans and enacts the processes, and
in doing so generates data of new experiences that are delivered to the Experience
Organisation (Basili & McGarry 1998, 1.17-1.18, Rombach 1998, 15)

Fig. 16. Experience Factory infrastructure: Project Organisation.
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models are developed through generalisation and formalisation using analysis and
synthesis process. The resulting models are proven through experimentation, i.e.
instantiating them and for actual use. (Basili & McGarry 1998, 1.19.)

Experience Organisation focuses on supporting projects, analyses and synthesises all
kinds of experience, supplies the experience to various projects on demand, and acts as a
repository for those experiences. It packages experience by building informal, formal or
schematised and productised models and measures of various software processes products
and other forms of knowledge via people, documents and automated support. (Basili
1994, 51.)

As depicted in Fig. 17. the Experience Organisation has the responsibility of the QIP
process steps 5 and 6. When the experience data is available, the Experience Organisation
analyses the data to evaluate the practices, determine problems, record findings and make
recommendations for future improvements. The analysed data is stored in the experience
base and used for creating new or improved experience packages. (Basili & McGarry
1998, 1.17-1.18, Rombach 1998, 15, Basili 1994, 4, 95.)

In addition to these, the experience organisation also participates to QIP process steps
3 and 4, as a support function by providing packaged experiences to the project from the
experience base and by giving project support, e.g. in form of consultation for tailoring.
(Basili & McGarry 1998, 1.18.)

Fig. 17. Experience Factory infrastructure: Experience Organisation.
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5.1.4 Support Organisation

The purpose of the support organisation is to collect and archive the data from projects,
verify the correctness and integrity of the data and maintain the library of information
(Basili & McGarry 1998, 4.6). This organisational element serves both the project
organisation and the experience organisation, but does not directly participate in the QIP
process. Whether it is a separate organisation or embedded to one or both Project
Organisation and Experience Organisation is a matter of tailoring the Experience Factory
infrastructure to fit the host organisation. However, even if embedded, this entity still
needs a dedicated team and thus should be considered as an organisation within a larger
organisation. In no circumstances it should be considered a secondary task, since the
activities it carries out are not trivial and, if done poorly, may gravely damage the results
of the experience packaging.

5.2 Infrastructure elements in SW-CMM 1.1

Although the SW-CMM 1.1 does not use the word "infrastructure", it does identify issues
that are required to support a process. In SW-CMM 1.1 this is called a set of
institutionalisation factors, which are presented as "Common Features." According to the
material:

"The common features are attributes that indicate whether the implementation
and institutionalisation of a Key Process Area is effective, repeatable, and
lasting."

(Paulk et al. 1993a, 37.)

5.2.1 Overview of the Common Features

The SW-CMM 1.1 divides the institutionalisation factors into five groups, called
Common Features in the model. These are:

– Commitment to perform
– Ability to perform
– Activities performed
– Measurement and analysis
– Verifying implementation

The contents of the Activities performed is for the most part focused on the actual actions
that fulfil the purpose of the Key Process Area, but it  too contributes to the
institutionalisation by identifying which activities should be done according to a
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documented procedure. The remaining four elements form the basis by which an
organisation institutionalises the process, i.e. make it a part of the organisational culture.
(Paulk et al. 1993a, b.)

5.2.2 Commitment to Perform

This feature describes how organisation can ensure that the process is established and will
endure time and changes in people. It covers:

– Organisational policies, which emphasise the connection between the organisational
commitment and the actual work done

– Management sponsorship / leadership that is needed to have the Key Process Area
successfully institutionalised.

5.2.3 Ability to Perform

This feature describes what must exist in the project or in the organisation for the process
to be operational. It covers:

Resources and Funding, which generally fall into the following three categories:

– Special skills
– Adequate funding
– Access to tools

The word "funding" is used instead of "budget" to emphasise that the money received is
the key, not the money budgeted.

Roles and responsibilities. Although in the "Capability Maturity Model, Version 1.1"
(Paulk et al .  1993a) it is stated that "ability to perform typically involves …
organisational structures", the "Key Practices of the Capability Maturity Model, Version
1.1" (Paulk et al. 1993b) does not identify or describe this part of the Ability to Perform
although it otherwise has more detailed description of the Common Features. It is thus
unclear whether or not it is actually considered to be an essential part of the element.
However, by looking at the actual common features one can see that in many cases the
ability to perform expects a specific group with a responsibility to exist.

Training as an activity is to ensure that the people will have the skills to perform the
activities. In SW-CMM 1.1 the training has two forms – an in-depth training for those
who need to carry out the activities, and orientation for those who need to interface with
the individuals responsible for the activities.

Prerequisite items, which are inputs – e.g. plans – that are considered critical for the
Key Process Area to become institutionalised.
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5.2.4 Activities Performed

While the items listed in Activities performed are the actual actions needed to carry out
the Key Process Area so that it meets the goals, it does have one item that is explicitly
state to be an aspect of institutionalising the process, the Documented Procedures.

Documented procedures are needed to ensure that the task or activity can be performed
in a repeatable way both by the same person and by others. The formality and level of
documentation can vary significantly depending on whether the task needs to be
performed by one person or a team, how often the task is performed, the importance and
the use of results, and the customers for the results.

5.2.5 Measurement and Analysis

This feature describes what kind of measurement and analysis activities are needed to
determine the status of the task.

5.2.6 Verifying Implementation

This feature describes what kinds of verification and quality assurance activities are
needed to ensure that the actual work conforms to the agreed process. Typically it
includes reviews and audits by management and quality assurance organisation.

5.3 IDEALSM 1.0 model

The IDEALSM 1.0 model gives a very detailed view into establishing the infrastructure
for process improvement program. The infrastructure is established in the Initiating
phase, through a task named "Establish Software Process Improvement Infrastructure".

According to the IDEALSM 1.0, the infrastructure is imperative for effective
management and guidance of the SPI program, the elements must have clearly defined
duties and responsibilities, and authority to ensure the success of the program. The
infrastructure is the mechanism necessary to help the organisation to institutionalise
continuous process improvement. A good infrastructure can support the SPI activities,
sustain them until they start producing visible results and keep them alive even through
periods of stress and tension in the organisation. (McFeeley 1996, 30, 142.)

The executive management often determines the size, scope and responsibilities of the
infrastructure. The actual shape and dimensions of the infrastructure and the relations of
its components depend on many factors, such as the organisation's size, distribution,
diversity, culture, business needs and strategies, and the needs of the SPI program. As the
infrastructure is critical for the success of the SPI program, care must be taken to ensure
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that the infrastructure is suitable for the purpose and will not hamper the SPI program in
any way. In any case the infrastructure should have representatives from all parts of the
organisation, to establish buy-in and ownership of the SPI program. (McFeeley 1996,
146, 167-168.)

5.3.1 Overview of the IDEALSM 1.0 infrastructure

The IDEALSM 1.0 model recognises the following five organisational infrastructure
components, depicted in Fig. 18. (McFeeley 1996, 152, figure 6-2):

– Executive Council (EC)
– Process Improvement Advisory Council (SPIAC)
– Management Steering Group (MSG)
– Software Process Engineering Group (SEPG)
– Technical Working Group (TWG)

For each of these the model gives processes or tasks that the organisational component is
responsible for, and the background, skills and characteristics of the people who should
be selected to be members of these organisational components. In addition the model
identifies one technical component for the infrastructure, the process database, which has
two variations: the corporate level process database and the organisational level process
database.

Fig. 18. The IDEALSM 1.0 model for SPI infrastructure.
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5.3.2 Executive Council (EC)

The Executive Council is an element, which may not be necessary in smaller
organisations, but in larger or distributed environments it may be needed (McFeeley 1996,
151). Its mission is to provide broad guidance and interpretation of the organisation's
vision and mission to ensure that the overall improvement effort is in line with the
mission and supports the organisation to achieve its vision (McFeeley 1996, 182). To this
end, the EC communicates its interpretations down the organisation and possibly
establishes broad strategies to guide and support the improvement activities. These
communications become more focused as they move down the infrastructure before
reaching the front line activities. Nevertheless they shape the entire SPI approach and
align the various actions so that as a whole the effort works for the greater benefit of the
organisation (McFeeley 1996, 182).

The EC should not be large, perhaps consisting of five members of the most senior
managers of the organisation. (McFeeley 1996, 151)

5.3.3 Software Process Improvement Advisory Council (SPIAC)

Like the Executive Council above, the Software Process Improvement Advisory Council
is an element that becomes useful only after the organisation is large or distributed
enough to warrant several parallel SPI programs. (McFeeley 1996, 151)

Ultimately the SPIAC works to support and enhance the long-range process
improvement in an organisation where several SPI programs co-exist. To this end the
SPIAC co-ordinates the multiple improvement efforts and the infrastructures created for
those efforts. It provides a forum for them to share experiences, achievements and lessons
learned, so that the individual programs can learn from each other, utilise work done
elsewhere, achieve success with techniques found to be useful or avoid repeating mistakes
that other programs have made. The information can range from techniques used for
process improvement to vendor experiences or technical solutions to specific processes.
This kind of information exchange benefits the entire organisation and thus SPIAC works
also as a focal point for organisational learning. The SPIAC facilitates the interaction
between the different SPI program infrastructures by fostering the communication,
providing mechanisms for addressing common problems, collecting learning across the
corporation, and establishing common positions on critical SPI issues. (McFeeley 1996,
151, 179.)

In addition to co-ordination effort, the SPIAC can also advise the management on SPI
matters and participate in external SPI programs, if needed (McFeeley 1996, 179-180).

The IDEALSM model does not describe the personal attributes for SPIAC members,
other than that the members should be representatives of the various SPI programs
(McFeeley 1996, 151).  One technical infrastructure component is identified for SPIAC,
namely the corporation process database, which is used to store items that are suitable for
implementation across all locations (McFeeley 1996, 180).
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5.3.4 Management Steering Group (MSG)

The Management Steering Group (MSG) is responsible for linking the SPI program to the
mission and vision of the organisation, for overseeing the SPI program and its activities,
and for demonstrating the management commitment and sponsorship for the entire
improvement initiative. If there is an Executive Council, the MSG will refine the
interpretation of the vision and mission, and possible broad strategic approaches provided
by the EC. It also aligns the SPI program and its individual actions according to these
guidelines (McFeeley 1996, 149, 151.)

The MSG is composed from selected local managers and includes the leader of the
Software Engineering Process Group as a non-voting member. In its managerial role it
establishes goals and priorities of the SPI program, charters improvement actions,
approves training needed to support the SPI program and approves the measurement and
success criteria to evaluate the program. It monitors the progress by reviewing the status
SPI program and each related improvement action on a regular basis and takes necessary
action to guide them. It also approves the broader deployment of improvements and
reports the overall progress to the EC, if this exists. In its sponsorship role the MSG
allocates resources, removes barriers, resolves issues that cannot be handled at SPI
program or action level and establishes a recognition and reward system for the
improvement work. (McFeeley 1996, 168, 170-171.)

The MSG exists for the duration of the SPI program and retains its role and
responsibilities even though its members may change over time. The members should be
drawn from the existing management structure of the organisation, with a senior manager
as the leader (McFeeley 1996, 170.)

5.3.5 Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG)

According to the IDEALSM 1.0, the Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG) is the
most important component of the improvement infrastructure, and the engine or catalyst
of the SPI program itself. The SEPG mission is to sustain the SPI program in an
environment of change, through gaining and reinforcing sponsorship, planning and co-
ordinating the individual improvement actions, leading the improvement effort and
facilitating the SPI activity in general. It is important to note that the SEPG does not
implement nor develop the improvements, but rather a support element that helps the
operative management of the SPI program and actions (McFeeley 1996, 147-148, 172-
174.)

The SEPG also facilitates the organisational learning, by conducting SPI-related
training and training of subjects relevant to SPI activities, collecting and storing the
developed artefacts and lessons learned from various improvement actions them for future
use, and by disseminating these to new actions (McFeeley 1996, 150, 172-174).
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Finally the SEPG is responsible for exchanging information with other SPI programs
and SEPGs. It supports the line and projects by providing consultation, maintains
organisational awareness of the overall SPI effort, monitors all SPI activities within the
organisation, and reports to Management Steering Group (McFeeley 1996, 172-174).

The SEPG is composed of at least one full time SEPG member (SEPG leader) and
other full- or part-time members. The members are drawn from practitioners who work in
projects. Since SEPG members are critical to the success of SPI program, the members
should be screened to ensure proper background, experience and enthusiasm. The
personal characteristics of SEPG members, as described by the IDEALSM 1.0 model are
(McFeeley 1996, 147-148, 168, 172-174):

– Willingness and capability to act as a champion for the SPI program and work as
change agents to the organisation

– Experience as a practitioner
– Expert knowledge in one or more domains
– Good interpersonal skills
– Respected by peers

In addition to the above, the SEPG leader should (McFeeley 1996, 148):

– Be a respected member of the organisation
– Have a proven ability to get things done and be recognised as such a person
– Have confidence of his or her peers
– Have the support and confidence of the (local) senior management

The IDEALSM 1.0 model identifies one technical infrastructure component for SEPG,
namely the organisational process database. This may be a set of file drawers or
electronic database, storing multiple forms of data. The SEPG is responsible for
establishing and maintaining the database, gathering new artefacts to the database and
disseminating the information stored within. (McFeeley 1996, 150.)

5.3.6 Technical Working Group (TWG)

The Technical Working Group (TWG) is the operative element of the SPI program,
created to address a specific process area in order to improve it. TWG's are typically
finite, being created for single objective and disbanded once the objective is reached. The
life cycle arc ranges from describing the current practice to developing the solution and
piloting it. The TWG reports to the Management Steering Group, but forwards its reports
to the Software Engineering Process Group as well to help SEPG to stay current on the
activities within the organisation.  (McFeeley 1996, 149-150, 177.)

Since the TWG is a solution developer, its members should have the following
characteristics (McFeeley 1996, 149-150, 176):

– Have good knowledge of the processes to be changed
– Have vested interest in the change, by
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– Being affected by the forthcoming change. For instance they either work in, or are
customers to the process which is about to be changed by the TWG.

– Being owner of the process (TWG leader)

5.4 Infrastructure elements in ISO 15504-7 model

There is no actual infrastructure model in the ISO 15504-7, but the material does describe
the managerial responsibilities of certain organisational elements and through these an
underlying organisational infrastructure can be deduced. There are no technical
infrastructure elements identified in the ISO 15504-7, nor does it discuss other than
managerial responsibilities, or the characteristics, skills or attributes for the people within
the infrastructure. The only broader concept presented of the infrastructure is the
statement that the improvement infrastructure should be able to involve the entire
organisation, if the improvement is to be performed effectively. (ISO/IEC 1998c.)

5.4.1 Overview of the ISO 15504-7 infrastructure

The infrastructure proposed in the ISO 15504-7 model revolves around organisational
issues and management responsibilities. The main five elements, or roles, that the model
recognises are:

– Senior Management
– Process Improvement Programme
– Process Improvement Project
– Process Owner
– Organisational Unit

Depending on the size and structure of the organisation, these roles may be allocated to
the same person or the responsibilities of one role may be spread across several people. 

The ISO 15504-7 model does not present the infrastructure or its elements in any form
of graphical picture, but such a presentation can be constructed from the information in
the material. The interpretation of the author of this study is depicted in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 19. The ISO 15504-7 model for SPI Infrastructure (Author's interpretation).

5.4.2 Senior Management

Senior Management is mainly responsible for translating the broad understanding of
business needs and goals into the needs and business plans for process improvement, to
provide commitment, e.g. in form of resources, and authority to make decisions and
approve plans. Senior management is also the role which monitors improvement results,
reviews the improvement programme and initiates and supports activities that aim at
institutionalising the changes. In addition the senior management is a key role for
fostering changes in values, attitudes and behaviour and cultivate the organisation towards
more improvement-oriented culture.

5.4.3 Process Improvement Programme

The responsibility of Process Improvement Programme Management is to co-ordinate
improvement activities across the entire process area that is being affected. To enable
proper co-ordination, the improvement activities should be managed by either
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– Cross-functional (cross-process) action team, or
– Organisationally independent Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG)

The responsibilities of the established team or group include establishing systematic
measurement activities, evaluating measurement results, identifying improvement actions
and setting targets jointly with process owners and organisational units. In addition the
team co-ordinates the improvement projects by nominating the project leaders,
participating in project planning, and monitoring the progress of the project. Finally the
team managing the programme takes actions to support the continuation of process
improvement and reviews the process improvement process in order to enhance it for the
future use.

5.4.4 Process Improvement Project

Process Improvement Project Management is responsible for the operational management
of individual improvement actions. This includes the general project management
activities of any project, be it product development or process improvement – establishing
and obtaining approval for plans, acquiring resources, organising the project, monitoring
and controlling the execution and reporting the status to appropriate management levels.

5.4.5 Process Owner

Process Owner is a role responsible for managing a specific process and as such is the
customer for the whole improvement activity concerning that process, inside the
organisational unit affected. Their role in the improvement is to provide information and
measurements on the current process status for assessment purposes, identify what
improvements are needed for the process to satisfy personnel and internal and external
customer needs, support and approve the improvement plans, participate in improvement
activities, and review the results. In addition to this, the process owner has a significant
role in building a positive, improvement-oriented culture by promoting awareness and
collaborative communication about the improvement action.

5.4.6 Organisational Unit

The role of the staff of the Organisational Unit is less managerial and more participatory
in nature. As the staff will be affected by the changes, it is imperative that they are
involved in the improvement process to provide their viewpoints and give feedback on
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results. The staff is also responsible for collecting measurements on the processes,
implementing the improvement actions on processes and monitoring the progress of
improvement activities.

5.5 Zahran's SPI Infrastructure model

In his book "Software Process Improvement – Practical Guidelines for Business Success"
Sami Zahran (1998) considers process infrastructure as one of the two essential elements
for process institutionalisation, the other element being process culture. Process
infrastructure enables and facilitates process-related roles and responsibilities, provides
channels through which the software process activities are performed and monitored. It
institutionalises the software process improvement behaviours into the organisation's
culture by supporting the software engineering process so that it endures time and
changes in staff. (Zahran 1998, 83-84, 45.)

Zahran defines the infrastructure as "The underlying framework and structural
foundations that support the software process". From this it can be seen that Zahran
discusses about the entire software engineering infrastructure, rather than infrastructure
for process improvement purposes only. The SPI infrastructure is considered as part of
the larger infrastructure, as the definition continues to identify that the "infrastructure
covers both the organisational and management roles and responsibilities as well as
technical tools and platforms necessary to support defining the process, performing
process activities, capturing and analysing feedback on process performance, and ongoing
process improvement activities." (Zahran 1998, 71.) 

5.5.1 Infrastructure overview

Two main infrastructure elements are identified in the book (Zahran 1998, 87):

– The Organisation and Management infrastructure
– The Technical infrastructure 

These two together are used to establish an effective infrastructure. Zahran further
comments that the infrastructure needs to extend over both organisational and process
domains. The former identifies the different organisation levels that the infrastructure
must support, and the latter includes the processes that the infrastructure will support
(Zahran 1998, 85). Fig. 20. depicts the Zahran's framework for the system, and
incorporates both static and dynamic elements (Zahran 1998, 85, figure 6.1).
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Fig. 20. Zahran's Framework for the Software Process Improvement system.

Zahran does not explain which parts of the figure are static and which are dynamic, but
the list below is the interpretation of the author of this study.
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5.5.2 Organisational span for the infrastructure

Although the organisational span is not an element in the infrastructure itself, it is
nevertheless an important dimension that needs to be taken into account when
establishing the infrastructure. Both Organisational and Management and Technical
infrastructures should span all organisational levels in the host organisation. The
following levels are identified as a guideline (Zahran 1998, 56-57, 87-89, 106):

– Corporate / Organisational level
– Project / Team level
– Personal level

Each level has a different objective and a unique set of roles the infrastructure needs to
identify and support. The roles should be established in the Organisational and
Management infrastructure and both the objective and roles should be taken into account
when establishing the technical infrastructure. At the corporate level the objective is
consistency across the projects, and the role set is composed of the executive sponsor,
steering committee, and Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG). At the project /
team level the objective is effectiveness, and the role set includes project managers,
project controllers, team leaders, and project's software engineers. At the personal level
the objective is performance and the role identified is that of an individual software
engineer. (Zahran 1998, 87-90.) 

5.5.3 Organisation and Management Infrastructure

The Organisational and Management infrastructure is an organisational structure with
defined roles and responsibilities for managing the software process and its improvement.
This includes sponsoring, establishing, monitoring, and performing the SPI activities, and
enforcing the software process. The broad role classes and their responsibilities Zahran
1998, 71-72, 89, 92):

– Sponsorship, covering budget, resourcing, monitoring the business benefits
– Management, covering defining scope for SPI activities, monitoring progress,

resolving organisational issues
– Co-ordination and enforcement, covering co-ordination and technical guidance for

SPI activities
– Process improvement, covering performing the SPI activities, including operative

management for the SPI action

When being established, the Organisational and Management infrastructure should be
aligned with the corporate culture and organisation, to minimise the organisational stress
and resistance to SPI (Zahran 1998, 105). Especially the following factors should be
taken into account (Zahran 1998, 89-90):

– Existing culture in the organisation
– Existing organisational structures and hierarchy
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– Current roles and responsibilities
– Potential sources for support
– Potential sources of resistance
– Degree of flexibility / rigidity needed for infra without losing consistency across

corporation
– Degree of uniformity / autonomy needed for infra without losing consistency

The software support roles should enable the process activities to run smoothly and
effectively and to this end they need to be embedded into the organisation's culture at all
relevant organisational levels (Zahran 1998, 89-90). They must also be capable of
handling the defined responsibilities; e.g. they must have sufficient level of authority
(Zahran 1998, 95).

The characteristics of an effective Organisation and Management infrastructure are
(Zahran 1998, 124):

– Support for the roles & activities at the appropriate organisational levels
– Adaptability to changes in business structure
– Support for all the process roles and responsibilities listed in 
– Explicit assignment of the high level sponsorship and leadership role of the process

efforts in the organisation
– Flexibility to allow for sharing of roles & responsibilities across functions

The implementation model for Organisational and Management infrastructure has been
adopted from Fowler and Rifkin (1990) and identifies the following roles (Zahran 1998,
96-100):

– Executive Sponsor
– Steering Committee
– Corporate Software Engineering Process Group (SEPG)
– Process Improvement Teams
– Process Owners

Of these roles, Zahran considers The Executive Sponsor and the Corporate SEPG as the
most critical roles for Software Process Improvement.

Executive Sponsor is the overall sponsor for the SPI programme. This is usually a
member of the senior executive managers at corporate level. The role is needed to own
the business objectives of the SPI programme and to provide leadership for the
programme. This also includes authorisation for funding and process enforcement,
ensuring commitment and continuous sponsorship, co-ordination with related
programmes and in general acting as a driving force behind the SPI programme.

The Steering Committee is a policy-making body composed of senior and line
managers who develop the organisation's overall strategy for process improvement. The
steering committee monitors the progress and translates the corporate policies into
actions, aligning the SPI programme priorities accordingly. The responsibilities also
include approving the forming of Process Improvement Teams, helping to obtain
sponsorship and resources for these, and establishing co-ordination across various
Process Improvement Teams.
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The Corporate Software Engineering Process Group is the focus and the central
driving force of all SPI effort. It is responsible for co-ordination and support of all SPI
activities across the organisation, acts as a keeper and manages the improvement of the
organisation's standard software process, assumes responsibility for improving process-
related assets within the corporation and maintains collaborative working relationships
with software engineers and software project managers. Due to its critical role the
Corporate SEPG must be formed carefully in terms of its organisational structure,
membership and responsibilities.

Process Improvement Teams are composed of part-time members who have experience
in the area to be improved. The improvement teams are responsible for implementing the
SPI actions assigned to them. This includes all process improvement –related actions, e.g.
documentation, analysis, process redesign, technology selection, training, and so forth.

Process Owners11have a responsibility of a specific process and ensure that the
process is effective, efficient and followed. They monitor the feedback on process
performance, consider the impacts of business changes to the process and take
responsibility of the process design. When there is a need for change, they lead or co-
ordinate the improvements and provide vision, strategy and leadership to the
improvement team.

5.5.4 Technical Infrastructure

The scope of the Technical infrastructure is the technical tools and facilities needed to sup-
port the process. This includes technical platforms, computing facilities as well as tools
that support the process improvement organisation. The Technical infrastructure covers
two areas (Zahran 1998, 107-110):

– Organisation's Software Process Assets
– Process support tools

The guidelines for implementing the Technical infrastructure recommend that the
organisation's standard process should be derived from industry standards, e.g. SW-CMM
1.1, ISO/IEC 15504, etc. (Zahran 1998, 115). It also states that the Technical
infrastructure should be flexible enough to allow individual projects to build their own
technical process support environment that matches the special features and requirements
of the project (Zahran 1998, 89-90).

Characteristics of effective Technical infrastructure are (Zahran 1998, 125):

– Support for storage and retrieval of organisation's process definitions and data

11. There is a slight discrepancy in the organisational model presented in the book. In addition to the roles mentioned above,
Zahran has a "Project" role e.g. in figures 6.3 (Zahran 1998, 96) and 6.4 (Zahran 1998, 101), but does not list or describe this
role any further in the text in chapter devoted for the organisational model. Yet the "Project" appears again in table 6.5
(Zahran 1998, 102) in a chapter that discusses further about the Process Improvement Teams, and here it is clearly considered
as an active part of the infrastructure. It has a responsibility to pilot new processes and technologies, and to provide feedback
on process effectiveness. Conversely the Process Owner –role does not appear in any of the abovementioned places, but
instead is explicitly identified and described in the text itself. Unfortunately the text gives no information as to why this
discrepancy exists and the author of this study has not looked further into this matter.
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– Support for process flexibility (changes to accommodate new methods etc.)
– Support for the communication and feedback mechanisms shown in 
– Coverage across the organisation's physical distribution
– Flexibility and ability to adapt to any major changes in the organisation's business

strategy or geographical distribution

The implementation model of the Organisation's Software Process Assets has been
adopted directly from the SW-CMM 1.1 (Paulk et al. 1993b, O-53) and includes:

– Organisation's standard software process
– Approved software lifecycles
– Tailoring guidelines
– Organisation's software process database
– Library of software process-related documents

The Organisation's Standard Software Process covers the definitions and descriptions of
the software process architecture and the elements within.

Approved Software Lifecycles cover the descriptions of the project lifecycles that the
organisation has formally approved for use.

Tailoring Guidelines include guidelines and criteria for tailoring the project's software
process from the organisation's standard software process

Organisation's Software Process Database holds all the process-related data, i.e. the
actual process definitions and the process performance measurements

The Library of Software Process-related Documents is a repository for all process-
related documents created by the software projects. The documentation represents the
process experiences and lessons learned.

The implementation model for Process Support Tools is Zahran's own model, or at
least there is no reference to any source where it would have been derived from.
Unfortunately the material gives somewhat confusing view as to what exactly is meant
with this part of the Technical infrastructure and what are the tools included in it. The
main question is whether the Process Support Tools covers all software engineering tools
(including those supporting the process work), or just the process work -related tools.
Some parts of the text support the former, while others the latter interpretation. For this
reason the implementation model for Process Support Tools is not presented here.
However, the discrepancies in Zahran's book are discussed in Appendix 1, and the
different views to implementation model are described there.

5.6 Summary of Software Process Engineering infrastructures

Since small-scale action infrastructures can be less formal and their set-up can rely more
on intuition, such models as presented in this chapter are more suitable for setting up a
larger and/or long-term process engineering system. As such the models are mainly
intended for operative and strategic managers of large process initiatives. They are also
essential for establishing a stable process engineering system.
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The most notable strength of Experience Factory is that it has a process model tightly
incorporated to it. However, the major problem is the lack of a definite handbook for the
Experience Factory model. The publications available describe the method at a very high
level, so the only way to really get into the issue is to attend a tutorial or seminar, where
the model is presented. While the IDEALSM 1.0 model itself does present both the
process and infrastructure model, they have not been integrated to the same extent as in
Experience Factory. On the other hand Experience Factory is more focused on small-scale
improvement actions rather than large improvement programs, whereas the IDEALSM 1.0
model is the opposite way. Both CMM 1.1 and ISO 15504-7 lack a proper infrastructure
model and thus the level of infrastructure support they provide to the operative and
strategic managers of process initiative is very slim. The model by Sami Zahran may be
most detailed of those presented here, but it lacks a proper process model to accompany it
and the internal discrepancies - regardless of whether they are significant or not - are
somewhat disturbing.



6 Industry examples of Software Process Improvement 
programs

This chapter presents the industry experience reports of software process improvement
programs from the literature. These reports provide an insight to what kind of activities
and infrastructures have been involved in the industry efforts to put SPI in practice. The
articles included are those of larger SPI programs, as the articles of smaller actions
provide only a very limited or no view to the underlying structures.

The information derived from the articles will focus on:

– approaches for process improvement, including strategies, principles, etc.
– organisations and people in process improvement programs. These include roles,

responsibilities and elements of organisational structures, and the skill requirements,
personal characteristics, etc. for involved people

– tools, methods and models used by the process improvement programs. These
include e.g. SW-CMM, GQM, and the improvement life cycle models that are
primarily meant for process improvement (e.g. PDCA-cycle, QIP cycle, etc.)

– lessons learned and observed success factors for process improvement programs

In addition to these, information about the company characteristics, which forms the
environment and context of the SPI program, is described.

6.1 NASA / Goddard FDD

The Software Engineering Laboratory at Flight Dynamics Division (FDD) of NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center is the source of the well-established QIP paradigm and the
Experience Factory approach. As these have already been covered in sections 3.2 and 5.1,
the information of the improvement program at NASA / Goddard FDD is not discussed
here, although it is one of the most well-documented programs in the public domain. For
instance see Basili & Green 1994, Basili et al. 1995.
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6.2 Hughes Aircraft

The oldest description (1991) of a SPI program comes from Hughes Aircraft, describing
the execution and results of a single-site process improvement program.

6.2.1 Environment

The Hughes Ground Systems Group is a business unit of Hughes Aircraft. The Software
Engineering Division (SED), at Fullterton, California, is one division of the Ground
Systems Group. It is the largest dedicated software organisation within the Ground
Systems Group, although there are other, project-related, software organisations. The
SED primarily works on government contracts and employs roughly 500 software
engineers. (Humphrey et al. 1991, 12).

6.2.2 Approach to SPI

The Hughes' SPI program is based on SW-CMM. It was launched by a SW-CMM –based
assessment, and re-assessments were used later to evaluate the results of the first
improvement program and to launch a new program (Humphrey et al. 1991, 12). In
addition, metrics collection and analysis, most notably of error and defect data, serve as a
foundation for future improvements (Humphrey et al. 1991, 19). When the organisation
was formed, the implementation was done by locating the existing roles that already
covered some of the issues identified as SEPG's roles and these people were brought
together to form a SEPG group (Humphrey et al. 1991, 22).

6.2.3 Organisation of the SPI program

The SPI program's organisation is essentially the Technology Steering Committee, which
corresponds to SEI's SEPG. This group has wide-ranging responsibilities, including
technology, process improvements, metrics, and training (Humphrey et al. 1991, 17-18,
22). The Technology Steering Committee reports to the senior management and briefs
them of the process status on a periodic basis (Humphrey et al. 1991, 19).

On the technology side, the Steering Committee is responsible for the technology
management, including development of technology roadmaps, assessing current
technology, evaluating overall direction, and making general technology-policy decisions.
It also functions as a CASE centre for the organisation and participates in technology
development. (Humphrey et al. 1991, 17-18, 22.)
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On the process improvement side, it co-ordinates and implements organisation-wide
process improvements, and facilitates technology transfer. It is responsible for process
management, process standardisation, and process definition. In addition it works as an
independent software research and development organisation. (Humphrey et al. 1991, 17-
18, 22.)

On the metrics side, the Technology Steering committee provides an organisation-wide
data collection and analysis service, is responsible for process assessments, process
measurements, and the metrics program in general (Humphrey et al. 1991, 12, 17, 19).

On the training side, the Technology Steering Committee reviews training
requirements and effectiveness (Humphrey et al. 1991, 18).

To be effective, the process improvement team must become process experts and have
deep understanding of the methods and tools for SPI (Humphrey et al. 1991, 22).

6.2.4 Tools and methods utilised

The foundation of the Hughes' SPI initiative is the SW-CMM. The SW-CMM is used as
the roadmap and a model for target process characteristics, and the SW-CMM –based
assessments are utilised to evaluate the process and initiate SPI programs (Humphrey et
al. 1991).

6.2.5 Lessons and success factors

According to the Hughes' experiences, the most profound success factor of the entire
improvement process was the implementation of the technology transfer function.
However, whether this was due to the characteristics and abilities of the person
responsible for this, or the existence and timing of the establishing of this function is
unclear. (Humphrey et al. 1991, 18.)

Other identified success factors include management commitment and involvement, as
delegation is not strong enough to overcome roadblocks. Also the fact that the SPI
program worked within a single software technology centre with all relevant functions co-
located was a major contributing factor, especially since such a centre is large and
focused enough to afford establishing a SEPG. The SEPG itself was the third success
factor, being the organisational focal point to plan, co-ordinate, integrate and implement
process improvements. Finally the process improvement –related skills of the SEPG team
were considered essential for the success. (Humphrey et al. 1991, 21-22.)
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6.3 Raytheon

The Raytheon SPI program as presented below is actually a composite of two different
SPI programs. The first is the SPI program in Raytheon's Software Systems Laboratory of
Equipment Division (Dion 1992, Dion 1993) and the second is the SPI program at
Raytheon Electronics Systems (Haley 1996). However, both units have almost an
identical set-up and the minor differences can be attributed to the three-year gap between
the articles, taking the assumption that the SPI program in Raytheon has been evolved
over time.

6.3.1 Environment

Raytheon is a multi-unit, global company with eight divisions and 11 major operating
subsidiaries. The SPI program presented here is in nearly identical form in both the
Software Systems Laboratory (SSL) of the Equipment Division, and the Electronics
Systems Division.

The Equipment Systems Division products are software-driven and real-time, and most
of the division's software is developed by SSL, which employs about 400 software
engineers (Dion 1993, 28). The Electronics Systems on the other hand employs more than
1200 software engineers and produces systems for air traffic control, vessel traffic
management, transportation, digital communications, ground-based and shipboard radar,
satellite communications, undersea warfare, command and control, and combat training
and missiles (Haley 1996, 34).

6.3.2 Approach to SPI

The Raytheon's SPI program (Software Engineering Initiative) is a division-specific
activity, acting as the focal point for improving the division's software engineering
process and serves as a channel for institutionalising knowledge of software engineering
methods and technology as well as division policy, practices and procedures (Dion 1993,
29). Program oversees the execution of the process improvement cycle for each process
area, and takes care that the projects are instrumented, e.g. to obtain process-related
measurements in preparation for root-cause analysis (Dion 1993, 30). It is responsible for
measuring the SPI effect, obtaining funding for the SPI activities, and informing the
division's customers about the SPI program and selling the approach to the customers
(Dion 1993, 30).

The SPI program uses self-assessments based on SEI's 5-level maturity model (Dion
1993, 29) and collects and analyses metric data in order to both identify and quantify
process improvements (Haley 1996, 35). The SPI strategy calls for involving as many
people as possible, utilising their skills and experiences to drive the initiative and do the
actual improvements. The aim is to build ownership and also to guarantee that the
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resulting process reflects the practical considerations of diverse projects (Dion 1993, 30).
The initiative is funded by the division rather than by projects, as financing stabilisation,
control and change with short-term project funds is likely to fail due to long-term nature
and high costs of process improvement (Dion 1993, 29). Furthermore it is also recognised
that the process improvement initiative is not just the initiative organisation, but it is the
entire organisation which has embraced the idea of continuous improvement (Dion 1993,
35).

6.3.3 Organisation of the SPI program

The organisation for the SPI program consists of an Executive Steering Committee, an
SEPG manager, four permanent Working Groups (Dion 1993, 30-31, box), and ad hoc
task teams (Haley 1996, 34). The permanent working groups cover the following four
areas: Policy and Procedures, Training, Tools and Methods, and Process Database (Dion
1993, 30-31, box).

The Steering Committee provides direction and oversight for the entire program. Its
duties include defining the SPI program's objectives, goals and actions (Dion 1993, 29),
reviewing the status and plans of the permanent working groups, preparing the annual SPI
plan, presenting the plan to the division top management, adjusting priorities and
reallocating budgets. The committee is chaired by the most senior software line manager,
who is also the sponsor of the program and the communication channel to the top-level
management. Other members are the software line managers and chairs and co-chairs of
the permanent working groups. By having the working groups well represented in the
Steering Committee, the committee gets first-hand knowledge of the progress and a good
communication channel to the working groups (Dion 1993, 29, 30-31, box).

The SEPG manager, or initiative manager, monitors the status of the individual tasks
and permanent working groups on a continuous basis, co-ordinating their day-to-day
activities and funding allocations (Dion 1993, 30-31, box, Haley 1996, 34).

The Policy and Procedures group manages and updates the process description
documentation and distributes it to all personnel. It also ensures compliance with the
standard process through reviews and milestone checks, and helps projects to tailor the
standard process. It also gathers lessons learned from applying the process and reviews
them as inputs for further improvements (Dion 1993, 30-31). The process description is a
three-tiered set of documents consisting of the policy of where the process is to be
applied, the descriptions which give a clear and concise definition of what each process is
about, and detailed procedures on how to enact the processes (Dion 1992, 85, Dion 1993,
30-31, Haley 1996, 34).

The Training group develops and upgrades a comprehensive training program and is
responsible for providing the training to the practitioners (Dion 1993, 31, Haley 1996,
35).

The Tools and Methods group is responsible for pathfinding, evaluation and selection
of tools and methods, process automation, and evaluation and enhancement of the
working environment (Dion 1993, 31, Haley 1996, 35).
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The Process Database group is the metrics organisation for Raytheon. It is responsible
for establishing a Process Data Center by building and maintaining a database of project
and process metrics and other data. This repository is a source for root cause analysis,
specific recommendations for local process improvements, and recommendations for
general improvements to the standard process. The group also co-ordinates process
assessment activities, conducts self-assessments and provides consulting for projects that
are preparing for a capability evaluation or a process audit. The group members
responsible for assessments receive SEI on the subject. (Dion 1993, 31, Haley 1996, 35.)

6.3.4 Tools and methods utilised

The Raytheon's SPI program uses SW-CMM as the model for process improvements,
utilises SW-CMM self-assessments and Mitre Corp.'s Management Metric Set for process
evaluation and measurement, and Raytheon's own Process Improvement Paradigm as the
model for process improvement life cycle (Dion 1993, 29, 31).

6.3.5 Lessons and success factors

The experiences at Raytheon are that the process improvement cycle is expensive and
time-consuming to go through (Dion 1993, 29). In addition to this, the process will never
actually achieve final maturity and will continue having significant changes due to the
external forces acting on it. These forces include improvements in systems, technology
changes, marketplace pressures, corporate business decisions and customer initiatives.
The effect of these changes must be worked out before the process is implemented or
used on a project (Haley 1996, 39).

The most important success factor identified was that the SPI program was run within
the ranks of the software organisation, not beyond the organisation. Other factors include
the top management support and engineering management leadership, vision and
commitment to success. The fact that process improvement was linked with project
performance and that the improvements clearly and continually demonstrated business
benefits to the projects was important for sustaining the improvement program. Involving
the managers and engineers to do the actual work created ownership and buy-in to the
process. The improvement initiative was also tailored closely to the Raytheon corporate
culture, rather than being implemented "as is" from an external model. Finally the policy
part of the process description proved to be a cornerstone for significant process
improvement (Dion 1992, 85, Haley 1996, 40-41).
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6.4 PRC

The only description of a corporate-wide process improvement program comes from
PRC, a subsidiary of Litton Industries (Hollenbach et al. 1997).

6.4.1 Environment

PRC is a global systems and software integrator, working primarily for US government,
having education, justice, defence, medical, and weather agencies as its customers. It has
units worldwide, with some 5600 employees total. PRC identifies open systems, program
management, software engineering and multimedia / imaging as its core competencies
(Hollenbach et al. 1997, 42).

6.4.2 Approach to SPI

The PRC's current SPI approach is based on the Quality Improvement (QI) framework
developed by Florida Power and Light. The adoption of this framework was decided after
the centralised SPI approach failed, but the quality improvement initiative within the PRC
proved to be successful (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 42). The SPI was organised after the QI
framework, where the basic principle is that each project establishes its own SPI program.
The generic QI toolkit was augmented with those relevant to software process
improvement.

The QI framework approach calls for identifying top-priority work processes, the
customers for these processes and the improvement needs of the processes. The
improvement needs are driven by the customer requirements, and the processes are
defined to meet those requirements. After the targets and indicators which measure the
process and the quality of the outcome have been established, the statistical quality
control is used for monitoring the process and indicating modifications, which are
implemented until the process satisfies the customers' needs. Once the process is found
satisfactory, it is standardised and replicated across the organisation. (Hollenbach et al.
1997, 42.)

In the process initiative, the improvement opportunities are identified and the process
status is monitored by SW-CMM –based assessments. These are performed annually and
the findings are analysed to focus SPI plans for the coming year. The project and
company objectives and priorities are incorporated to the SPI plans to create business
focus. SPI programs are executed and the results are broadcasted across the company.
(Hollenbach et al. 1997, 43.)

The cost of the SPI is shared within the PRC as an overhead cost. Each business unit
invests in SPI according to their organisational SPI commitments, goals and customer
needs (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 43). 
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QI and SPI are "the way PRC does business" - it is not optional. To maintain
momentum and visibility of the process initiative, the CEO of PRC enforces and rewards
SPI involvement and advocates the initiative at the PRC-level Quality Management
Board. The CEO also hosts a semi-annual Executive Sponsor Status Review, where the
results, successes and issues are shared company-wide and each project presents their
current status and progress. In addition the SPI goals are included in personal objectives
of key management, company holds SEI symposia, publishes SPI-related technical
articles in the internal newsletter and arranges SEI visits. (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 44.)

6.4.3 Organisation of the SPI program

The QI framework identifies the following three organisational entities (Hollenbach et al.
1997, 42):

– Quality Management Board (QMB): Managers and their direct reports. Oversee the
implementation of QI at corporate and business unit levels

– Quality Improvement Lead Team: Supportive QI teams that support particular QI
teams in the execution of their problem solving or definition of processes and
facilitates the teams' recommended problem solutions

– Quality Improvement Team (QI Team): Established for solving specific problems

For the process initiative, a corporate level Quality Improvement Lead Team (PRC
SEPG), looking over all project-based SPI programs was established. This is a cross-
project team, chartered to apply QI approach to software process improvement, to
perform SW-CMM –based assessments and to produce a SPI plan at corporate level. The
team members are representatives of the participating projects, receive training for QI and
SPI tools and techniques, and act as the projects' SPI champions. The people selected to
the team are "so key to the projects that they can not be spared" (Hollenbach et al. 1997,
42-43).

Furthermore there are several full-time, corporate level staff positions, dedicated for
supporting the SPI programs. They are organised as a Technology Center SEPG, which
derives its tasking from PRC SEPG and the Director of the Software Engineering Core
Competency. (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 42.)

Each project participating to the SPI initiative has a QMB and a quality improvement
lead team, which is called SEPG, which reports to QMB. Both SEPG and QMB can
initiate QI teams (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 42).

It was also recognised that people not directly belonging to the SPI organisation also
need skills. To this end training courses were developed for PRC corporate processes,
including how to tailor them to specific projects. A cadre of SPI instructors maintained to
teach the "PRC way". (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 45). The middle managers were singled
out as key people and a "Managing Software Process Improvement" course is provided
for them (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 44).
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6.4.4 Tools and methods utilised

The QI teams utilise a seven-step procedure for problem solving, outlined in the Table 3
(Hollenbach et al. 1997, 43, Table 1.) The original QI tools and techniques were
augmented with SPI-specific tools and methods (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 43).

Table 3. PRC's Quality Improvement Story for Software.

Adding to these, the domain engineering techniques are used for building reusable
processes (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 45).

On the tool side, PRC has a web-based process asset library, containing the process
documentation, and has an automated PRC Maturity Questionnaire, which is used to
make status analysis and reporting. The questionnaire is based on SEI questionnaire, but
has been expanded by PRC. (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 45.)

6.4.5 Lessons and success factors

The PRC started out with a centralised SPI, forming a group within the Technology
Center and chartered it with the responsibility for getting PRC to SW-CMM level 3. This
group performed assessments on two pilot projects, designed the corporate processes,
wrote manuals defining software engineering and SPI practices. However, these all
became shelfware and the approach did not work. Instead, a project-based approach was
found to be successful. (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 42.)

The good practices and new processes were originally developed by documenting and
sharing best practices from projects. However, this approach failed, as the processes were
not truly reusable. PRC now uses domain-engineering techniques to build reusable
processes. (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 45.)

However, whatever approach is used, and whatever techniques are applied, the biggest
challenge to continue progress in SPI is, according to PRC's experiences, to maintain
momentum and visibility. (Hollenbach et al. 1997, 44.)

Step QI Tools and Techniques SPI Tools and Techniques

Reason for Improvement Graph, flowchart, control chart SW-CMM

Current situation Pareto chart, checksheet, histogram, control 
chart

SW-CMM –based assessment

Analysis Cause and effect analysis (Ishikawa/Fishbone 
diagram), Pareto chart, scatter diagram

Assessment report

Countermeasures Cost estimation, action plan, countermeasures 
matrix, barriers and aids

Software process improvement 
plan

Results Pareto chart, checksheet, histogram, control 
chart

SW-CMM –based assessment 
(PRC's radar chart)

Standardisation Control chart, procedures, training Process definition, training

Future plans Action plan, Plan-Do-Check-Act Software process improvement 
plan
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The success factors for PRC are identified to be the commitment from top
management to both QI and SPI, active management involvement, trained project
champions, and the combination of line personnel involvement in SPI augmented by full
time SPI resources at PRC Technology Center. In addition with metrics in particular the
full-time metrics advocacy function, and the higher project maturity which motivates
measurement are seen to be a key ingredients for successful metrics program.
(Hollenbach et al. 1997, 42, 44-45.)

6.5 Motorola

While the article by Diaz & Sligo (1997) provides information of the SPI program at the
Government Electronics Division of Motorola, the main focus of this article is on metrics
and metric-related issues and it is intended to show data of the results of Motorola's SW-
CMM usage. Because of this it is not likely to give a comprehensive picture of the SPI
organisation and the tools utilised by the SPI program.

6.5.1 Environment

The Motorola Government Electronics Division (GED) designs and builds a wide variety
of government electronics systems. It employs some 1500 engineers, 350 of which
participate directly in software development (Diaz & Sligo 1997, 76).

6.5.2 Approach to SPI

The Motorola's SPI programs are built around using SW-CMM as the model and roadmap
for process improvement. However, the SW-CMM is not used "as is". Instead the SPI
program has taken time to gain insight to the intent of each KPA to determine how it fits
to the environment. Each project performs a self-assessment of SW-CMM activities to
identify areas for process improvement. Data of current status is obtained from each
program through its internal metrics related to quality, cycle time and productivity. The
working groups responsible for improving specific areas meet weekly to address process,
technology, and people issues. (Diaz & Sligo 1997, 76, 79.)

The focus of improvements is on new projects, as projects that are already running are
hard to change. Practitioners and task leaders define the processes and design the
improvements. As project efficiency is a top priority, the improvements may require
adjustments in real-time to keep the project working efficiently. (Diaz & Sligo 1997, 78,
79.)
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The SPI program has a definite business orientation, with aim to achieve 10-fold
reduction in product cycle time to accelerate the introduction of new products (Diaz &
Sligo 1997, 76).

6.5.3 Organisation of the SPI program

Originally the engineering organisation of GED created a single process improvement
working group, made up of eight senior task leaders responsible for software
development. This working group had a hands-on leadership from the engineering
department manager, created a tool for code metrics, and defined and applied process and
quality metrics. However, the group has since been expanded to four teams, looking at
specific areas, with approximately dozen software leaders in each group. One example of
such team is the defect prevention working group, looking at quality data from around the
organisation to identify systematic causes of poor quality. (Diaz & Sligo 1997, 79.)

6.5.4 Tools and methods utilised

As Motorola uses SEI approach, the SW-CMM and the self-assessments are central tools
for the SPI program. On the tool side, the SPI program has created a Burden Code
Metrics tool which collects the amount and type of effort expended on each project, and a
Level 5 Metrics tool, which helps projects to integrate metrics collection from various
sources in their level 4 and 5 activities. (Diaz & Sligo 1997, 79.)

6.5.5 Lessons and success factors

Motorola's experiences are that the changes to process require talent to be implemented,
take time to become institutionalised, and investment of time and money and commitment
that many organisations may be uncomfortable with. Management commitment is needed
from all levels – top management is not enough unless individual project leaders and
managers are also determined to success. Linking process changes to metric analysis data
is critical for improving the effectiveness of SPI and to this end the organisation needs
tool integration to aid in the collection and interpretation of quantitative data. (Diaz &
Sligo 1997, 79, 80.)

In making the improvements themselves, the learning was that copying processes from
other organisations does not work. If the process is to be a successful one, it must match
the culture, structure, product types, etc, of the organisation. Furthermore the
improvements at low maturity levels should be targeted to new projects, as it is more
difficult for existing projects to adopt new processes. However, the single hardest obstacle
was found to be the resistance to change. (Diaz & Sligo 1997, 79.)
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According to the authors, there are three main reasons why low-maturity organisations
find it difficult to implement SPI. These are the difficulty of establishing metrics, the fact
that there is a lot of groundwork to be done – such as defining the core processes – before
the actual improvements can start, and the sheer effort required for SPI, especially at the
start. In addition the staff may be very sceptic when the SPI is at its infancy and needs to
be convinced that the initiative is not just a passing management fad. (Diaz & Sligo 1997,
80.)

The critical success factors at Motorola were considered to be the leadership from the
engineering department manager, and the senior management sponsorship, in form of
interest to SPI progress, funding and time allocation, and rewarding those who
contributed to the SPI (Diaz & Sligo 1997, 79).

In addition there were several strategies that yielded optimal results. Firstly, improving
new projects and emphasising business rather than process results. Secondly adopting a
top-down focus to SW-CMM, finding out the intents and principles and mapping them to
the environment before starting to implement it. Thirdly, using practitioners, rather than
outside experts, for defining the processes. Fourthly convincing the management of the
fact that while SPI is not free, it pays for itself on the long run. And finally keeping
customer informed about the process, especially when changes took place. (Diaz & Sligo
1997, 79.)

6.6 Oerlikon Aerospace

The Oerlikon Aerospace's process improvement program (Laporte & Papiccio 1998) is
the newest published documentation on this subject. Although it is a single-site initiative,
it is particularly interesting since it utilised the IDEALSM 1.0 model, and has thus far
been the only documented of industry application of this model.

6.6.1 Environment

The Oerlikon Aerospace is an integrator of laser-guided missile air defence system. There
are over 80 software and systems engineers involved with the development and
maintenance of the system. Over 40 software engineers maintain the software assets.
(Laporte & Papiccio 1998, 10.)
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6.6.2 Approach to SPI

The Oerlikon Aerospace decided to use the SW-CMM as the guideline for its process
improvement, and applied the IDEALSM 1.0 model to its software process improvement
program. In addition the measures listed below were taken to enhance the managing of
change, as it was seen to be a key factor for a successful SPI program (Laporte &
Papiccio 1998, 10, 16):

– To build the sponsorship level, the President of Oerlikon attended a one-day executive
seminar on process improvement at SEI. Two directors attended a three-day seminar
of SW-CMM, process, assessment and improvement

– To build skills, one member of the SEPG attended two courses at the SEI on
managing technological change and consulting skills

– To build buy-in briefing sessions were held and articles were written in each company
newsletter to explain the why, what and how to do SPI

– Surveys were conducted to assess organisation's readiness for change and to identify
strengths and barriers for change

– To obtain buy-in working groups were staffed with representatives from many
departments and the process owner was member of the group

– To control SPI and give it structure the working groups were established (with
charter, budget and schedule) and managed like a project

6.6.3 Executing the SPI program (IDEALSM 1.0 cycle)

Initiating phase was executed during the fall-winter 1992. The business case was
prepared and presented to the president of Oerlikon. The president, recognising software
as a core competence for the company, approved the establishment of a SEPG with
budget for conducting a process assessment and the development of an action plan. The
group was formed and briefing sessions were held to inform the organisation about the
SPI effort. (Laporte & Papiccio 1998, 10.)

Diagnosing phase was done during spring 1993. The software process was assessed by
a joint team of Oerlikon's SEPG and independent, SEI-trained assessors. After the
assessment a high-level action plan president identifying the resources required for its
implementation was presented to the president of Oerlikon for approval. (Laporte &
Papiccio 1998, 10-11.)

Establishing phase was conducted during summer-fall 1993. A detailed action plan
was prepared by the SEPG and a three-day workshop was held to review assessment
findings and recommendations to develop a strategy for the SPI program. The strategy
was to have working groups to do process definitions, each group facilitated by a SEPG
member. The SEPG was to co-ordinate working groups and meet at regular intervals to
resolve issues raised within the groups and to pass along lessons learned. A process
owner was identified for each process and the SEPG prepared a mini action plan for each
working group. (Laporte & Papiccio 1998, 11.)
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Acting phase spanned over the winter 1994. The working groups were established and
initiated at one to two month intervals. This way the SPI program was able to bypass the
problems inherent in team dynamics as well as to capture the lessons learned from the
previous working group before the next one started. The members of the groups were
allocated up to eight hours per week for SPI activities. After the processes were defined,
the pilot projects were identified and a trial period started. (Laporte & Papiccio 1998, 11.)

Leveraging. The lessons learned from the projects and processes were collected,
analysed and implemented. The second formal assessment was held in 1997, some three
years after the acting phase started, and a next iteration of the IDEALSM 1.0 cycle is
expected to be initiated. (Laporte & Papiccio 1998, 14.)

6.6.4 Organisation of the SPI program

The SPI program organisation follows the one suggested by the IDEALSM 1.0 model. A
SEPG exists at the organisational level, process owners were identified for each process,
and working groups established for improving the processes (Laporte & Papiccio 1998,
10-11, 16).

One SEPG member was trained on managing technological change and for consulting.
Each working group had four to six members and had representatives of software
engineering, systems and subsystems engineering, quality assurance and configuration
management. (Laporte & Papiccio 1998, 11, 16.)

6.6.5 Tools and methods utilised

The core of the SPI program was the SW-CMM model. SW-CMM –based assessments
were used to identify improvement areas and to evaluate results. The IDEALSM 1.0
model was used to give structure and phases for the SPI program itself. (Laporte &
Papiccio 1998, 10-11.)

6.6.6 Lessons and success factors

According to the authors' experiences the SPI picks up momentum once a common focal
point is created between the management, engineers and customers. They also found out
that first-time users of processes will make mistakes, so a support function is essential to
coach the participants. Careful selection of pilot projects and participants is very critical,
because good pilots will foster the adoption of new practices. (Laporte & Papiccio 1998,
16.)
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Managing the human dimension of the process engineering initiative is the component
that not only fosters the adoption of change but also creates an environment in which
changes can be introduced faster. In addition the explicit use of process models such as
SW-CMM slowly changes the culture from "Not Invented Here" to "Not Reinvented
Here" and this also speeds up changes as it encourages adoption of things invented
elsewhere. (Laporte & Papiccio 1998, 16-17.)

The multi-year process improvement plan was found to be a very important tool to
illustrate the links between business objectives, project requirements and process
improvement. Essentially the plan illustrates that the engineering of processes is not paper
exercise but an important element for the successful accomplishment of product projects.
The plan also shows explicitly the long-term commitment of management to the
practitioners. (Laporte & Papiccio 1998, 16.)

6.7 Summary of industry examples

The material summarised in this chapter focus, for the most part, on describing the
successful results of software process improvement programs. Although one could learn
as much, if not more, of unsuccessful attempts, and although such cases most certainly
exist and are likely to outnumber the success cases, there are no published accounts of
initiatives that have failed to deliver.

While the process engineering system behind the actual initiative has, in these reports,
been cited as a key success factor in almost all cases, the articles give a very limited view
to the actual system itself. The most important elements that can be discerned are the
activities within the scope of Software Process Engineering, the organisation, methods
and tools, and people-related issues such as skills. As such, the articles may not be of
great help in the process work itself, but do have the benefit of providing proof that the
concept has worked somewhere in the industry.



7 Conclusion

A number of models and articles related to Software Process Engineering exist. Each of
the models approach the subject from their particular angle and as such they all have their
own limitations and strengths. As a conclusion it can be said that there is no single
reference that would provide a comprehensive overview of the Software Process
Engineering system.

Those models that combine both processes and infrastructure elements are focused on
describing a SPI project or program, rather than an entire SPE system. When compared to
each other these models can be seen to identify different activities and infrastructure
elements and typically provide only an implementation model for the improvement effort,
rather than discuss about the fundamental elements that make up the architecture of the
SPE system. They also focus largely on organisation and in many cases limit their view to
the operative part of the organisation. Furthermore, in such models the architecture of the
incorporated process model is cycle-based and thus not very suitable for establishing a
Software Process Engineering system. On the other hand, those process models that
would have a more suitable architecture do not have a corresponding model of the
infrastructure. The experience reports do not provide support for setting up and operating
a SPE system, either, as their scope is limited to SPI programs and the view they give to
the underlying Software Process Engineering elements is very shallow.

The most suitable reference for the purpose of establishing a Software Process
Engineering system is the model provided by Zahran (1998) in his book "Software
Process Improvement – Practical Guidelines for Business Success", which is written for
this very purpose. However, there are several problems in this reference as well. First of
all, while it does give a more abstract view as well as an implementation model for a
Software Process Engineering system, the implementation model has several internal
discrepancies, which leave the reader confused and somewhat in doubt of how well-
thought the model actually is. Second, at a more abstract level the architecture does not
identify e.g. skills and other people-related issues as an architectural element although
several other models do. Thus even this model comes short of providing a comprehensive
architectural view to a SPE system. Finally, the organisational model provided by Zahran
is limited to the operative organisation only, while it is obvious that the SPE does not
work in isolation and the main interfaces and interest groups should be identified.
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The need for more abstract models, i.e. architectural design models, may not be clear
for a casual reader. However, such models are essential for those who need to go about
setting up an Software Process Engineering system that should endure through time,
adapt to the changes in the environment, be manageable, effective and efficient. These
systems cannot be copied directly from idealistic models but have to be built from scratch
or tailored from external models to match the host organisation. Such an approach was
identified as one of the key issues e.g. in Hughes case where the initial attempt to
establish the system actually failed because they tried to implement the SEI model
literally (Humphrey et al. 1991, 18). Aligning the organisation with the corporate culture
and organisation, to minimise the organisational stress and resistance to SPI is in turn
cited as an important factor by Zahran (Zahran 1998, 105). Also Carr, et al. (1995)
emphasise that process is a system and an architecture for the system is needed if the
process is to be understood and improved.

An architectural design model of the entire SPE system is a critical tool for those who
need to set up and operate such a system. It identifies the fundamental elements that need
to exist – the essential activities and the supportive elements – and provides an
understanding of how the system should extend throughout the different layers of the host
organisation and how the instances at different layers link together to form an operative
system. With such a model, the operative manager can compare the comprehensiveness of
different implementation models from the literature and identify areas where such models
are weak. Without such a model, the gaps may be missed and learned the hard way. Also
when the system needs to be evaluated or revised, the abstract architecture model is
useful as it provides a view beyond the current implementation. The purpose of each
existing element can be compared to the architecture and thus prevent some elements
from becoming legacy elements, continuing to exist only because they have become
institutions in their own right.

The need for the organisational architecture to go beyond the operative part may not be
too obvious at first, either, but it becomes apparent when it is understood that no
organisation operates in a vacuum. A Software Process Engineering system must
recognise the most critical external organisations it is continuously dealing with. This
way it can establish the strategy for, build an interface to, and plan and manage the co-
operation with such entities up front, rather than doing it ad hoc whenever a new link to
another organisational entity appears.

Thus, as a final conclusion, it can be said that a comprehensive architectural model for
Software Process Engineering system has been lacking. This shortcoming has been the
subject of the doctorate thesis of the author of this study and the interested reader can
read more of this subject from Kinnula (1999).
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Appendix 1 Problems in the implementation model for 
Process Support Tools in Zahran's book

Zahran provides no less than four different lists that deal with the definition of process
support tools; one in figure 6.6 (Zahran 1998, 107), another on table 6.7 (Zahran 1998,
108), third in figure 6.10 (Zahran 1998, 116) and on the supporting text on page 117, and
the fourth on the chapter summary on page 128. Furthermore the figure 6.10 has three
different tool groups, the first of which is labelled as "Process Support Tools" while the
text on page 117 calls them "Tools for storing and managing process definitions and
process data". It is assumed here that the latter is correct, since the overall title for figure
6.10 is also "Process Support tools".

The figure 6.6 (Zahran 1998, 107) has:

– Data and Document Storage and Retrieval tools
– Retrieval and Decision Support tools
– Measurement and Feedback tools
– The table 6.7 (Zahran 1998, 108) replaces the last bullet from the list above with:
– Process Modelling and Simulation tools

Based on the function descriptions listed on the table 6.7, it appears that the Measurement
and Feedback has here been at least partially incorporated to Data and Document Storage
and Retrieval tools. For instance at project level one of the functions of the Data and
Document Storage and Retrieval tools is:

"To enable project managers to submit feedback data on the performance of the
project's defined software process"

(Zahran 1998, 108, table 6.7.)

However, there seems to be some contradiction between Retrieval and Decision Support
tools and Process Modelling and Simulation tools as well. In the same table (6.7) one of
the functions for the Retrieval and Decision Support tools is actually simulation, i.e.:



"To assist the project managers in simulating various scenarios for tailoring the
organisation's standard process to match the specific requirements and
characteristics of the project"

(Zahran, S. –98, 108, table 6.7)

The list on page 117 appears to be the most comprehensive and thus should perhaps be
considered the most accurate one. How exactly the tools on the previous lists fit into this
one is, however, uncertain. The list identifies the following tools:

– Process definition & data storage and management tools, i.e.

– Process Modelling and Simulation Tools (enabling the storage and retrieval of
graphical presentations)

– Process Data Storage and Management Tools (database for software process def-
initions and data)

– Process definition & data retrieval and distribution tools, i.e.

– Communications and Workgroup tools (access and dissemination of software
process database contents)

– Management Reporting and Statistical tools (process data summary and trend
analysis, supporting decision making)

– Software (Engineering) and process management activity support tools, i.e.

– Life Cycle Activities Tools (tools for design, coding, testing,..)
– Life Cycle Management tools (tools for project planning, tracking, configuration

management, ..)

Finally the summary of Technical Infrastructure chapter (Zahran 1998, 128) separates the
process support tools from software engineering activity tools, by stating that the process
support tools:

"…are in addition to tools to support software engineering activities, such as
configuration management tools, software quality assurance tools and computer-
aided software engineering (CASE) tools."

(Zahran 1998, 128)

Thus it is ultimately unclear what Zahran means with the Process Support Tools. Does it
include the entire toolkit for software Process, i.e. tools that support SPI and software
process management, and tools that support the actual software Development, or does it
cover only tools for SPI and software process management? If the latter, then what type
of tools that infrastructure should have?
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